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From Concierge Medicine to Patient­
Centered Medical Homes: 
International Lessons & the Search 
for a Better Way to Deliver 
Primary Health Care in the U.S. 
Gwendolyn Roberts Majettet 
L INTRODUCTION 
Primary care is crucial to the United States health care system. It is 
essential to the provision of high quality care; including the ability to reach 
health outcomes, ensure patient satisfaction, and facilitate efficient resource 
1 Gwendolyn Roberts Majette Is a recent 2009 master of laws graduate of the Georgetown 
Law CE'nler. While at Georgetown, she was a Global Health Lavi Scholar. Ms. Majette has 
Capitol Hill experience. She was a fellow with the llealth Subcommittee of the Ways and 
Means Committee of the United Statrs House of Representatives and with Senator Debbie 
Stabenow. Ms. Majette has spent the hulk of her career teaching law in the legal academy. 
She received her J.D. from George Washington University School of I.aw and her B.B.A from 
Emory University. Ms. Majette expresses sincere gratitude for the thoughtful guidance and 
support provided by Georgetown Profl."ssors Larry 0. Gostin and John T. Monahan, and 
Professor Lois Shepherd. The author would also like to thank her husband, Mario Majette, 
M.D., MP.ii, Nicole Sullivan, Christy Oglesby, and colleague Sandy lian for reviewing drafts of 
this article. 
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use.1 Primary care also places strong "emphasis on health promotion, disease 
prevention, and care of the chronically ill."2 
Physicians have introduced two business models in their attempts to 
improve the delivery of primary care: Concierge Medicine ("CM") and the 
Patient Centered Medical Home ("PCMH"). Both models provide 
personalized, comprehensive preventive care services. 
CM is a private medical practice in which the physician charges patients 
an annual fee to be a patient in the practice. In exchange, the physician limits 
the number of patients in order to offer more personalized services and 
amenities such as: direct access through email or cell phone, same day or next 
day appointments, longer, more personalized appointments, house calls, and 
physician accompaniment to a specialist.3 
PCMH is defined by six characteristics: "(1) personal physician, (2) 
physician-directed medical prru..1:ice, (3) whole-person orientation, (4) 
coordinated care, (5) quality and safety, and (6) enhanced access."+ In the 
PCMH model, the personal physician ensures that patients have access to 
coordinated and managed care that is continuous, comprehensive, preventive, 
and evidence-based, 
:For a significant portion of the U.S. population access to primary care 
services is provided through government programs. 5 The United States 
Congress is responsible for designing, implementing, and overseeing 
Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP - the governmental programs that pay for 
health care services fOr the elderly, disabled, poor, and children. Congress' 
chief goals in these programs are to ensure improved health and to control 
costs. Congress' response to CM and PCMH has been diverse. Several bills 
were introduced to prohibit the use of CM, while legislation has been enacted 
and proposed to begin demonstration projects in Medicare, Medicaid, and 
SCI-IIP using PCMJ-1. 6 
'fhe congressional decision to test the ability of the PCMll to deliver 
quality, cost-effective care to the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCIIIP populations 
through demonstration projects is the better health policy decision. 
1INST. Of Mv.o., PRIMARY CARE IN AMERTCA: AMERICA'S HEAi.TH IN A NEW ERA 18 
(1996) [hereinafter P<tIMARY CARE IN AM<.ll.JCA]. 
) fd_ 
3 U.S. Gov'T. AccoirNTABILITY 0fFICE, PHYSICIAN S.<:RVICES CONCIERGE CARE 
CttARACTERISTICS AND CONSIDV.RA1'10NS FOR Mf,DICARE 4, 15 (2005) [hereinafter GAO 
CoNCIV.ltGE REPORT]. 
• AM. Ac11.o. OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS ET Al,., JOINT PRINCH'LES OF THE PATIV.NT-CENTf.REO 
MEDICAi. HOME 1, 2 (2007) [hereinafter JOINT PRINCIPLES OF PCMH], available at 
http://www.aafp.org/online/etc/medialib/aafp _org/docume nts/poliL-y/fed/jointpri nciplespcm 
h0207.Par.0001.Fi\e .dat/022107mcdicalhome.pdf. 
" According to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPac), in 2007, 
Medicare, Medicaid and SCllIP paid 27o/o of the personal health spending for physician and 
clinical services. MeDPAc, A DAT-<I. Boo1<: llEA!.TUCARE SPENDlNG -<I.ND THE MEDICARE 
PROGRAM 6 (2009). In 2007, Part B of Medicare which covers physician and other services 
provided health insurance coverage to 41 million people. EAR!. DIRR HOFFMAN, JR. ET Ar.. , 
BRIEF SUMMARlES OF MEDICARE & MEDIC-<l.lD, 1"1TJ.E XVJIJ AND TITLE XIX Of THE SOCl-<1.L 
SECURITY ACT 8 (2008), available at 
http://www.crns.hhs.gov/Mc<licareProb'l'amRatesStats/downloads/MedicareMcdical<lSummar 
ies2008.pdf [hereinafter MEDJC-<1.RE-MEDICAID ST-<1.T SUPP]. In 2005, 56 million people 
received health <:are coverage through Medicaid. Id. at 25. 
0See infra notes 7:~, 76, and 90 and. accompanying text. 
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Widespread adoption of the PCMH is better than CM as a model to deliver 
primary care in the U.S. from a quality, cost, and access perspective. This 
conclusion is based on the World Health Organization's Health for All agenda 
and the experiences of the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Belgium.7 
This paper will proceed in eight parts. Part II explores why primary care 
is a critical component of a country's health care delivery system. Part Ill 
describes patient and physician dissatisfaction with the current state of 
primary care delivery in the United States. Parts IV and V describe physician­
designed solutions and Congress' responses lo them. Part VI describes the 
role of primary care in the delivery of health services in the international 
context by focusing on the World Health Organization's Health for All policy 
and the policies supporting primary care in the United Kingdom, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium. Part Vil identifies the international health 
policies that are consistent with those of the PCMH. Part VIII identifies and 
analyzes the lessons that can be learned from the international context that 
demonstrate that widespread promotion of the PCMH model is sound health 
policy. Finally, Part IX provides recommendations for future legislation to 
maximize the benefits that will result from using the PCMJ--I to improve 
beneficiary health outcomes and provide cost-effective health care. 
II. 	 PRIMARY CARE, ITS MEANING AND ITS BENEF11'S ·ro THE 
HEALTH CARE SYS1'EM 
The term primary care was first introduced in 1961.8 Primary care is "the 
provision of integrated, accessible health care services by clinicians who are 
accountable for addressing a large majority of personal health care needs, 
developing a sustained partnership with patients, and practicing in the 
context of family and community."9 'fhe four main features of primary care 
are ~(I) first-contact access for ... new [health carel need[s]; (2) long-term 
person focused care (not disease focused); (3) comprehensive care for most 
health needs; and ( 4) coordinated care when it must be sought elsewhcre.~10 
Empirical evidence shows that primary care improves "the overall 
performance of a health care system" by making it more efficient, effective, 
and accessible. H Primary care improves the population's health through: 
7See discussion irifra Part VIJJ. 
B PRJMARY CAnE IN AMERICA, supra note I, at 27. 
9 [d. at 31. Priniary cart' is less complex and specialized than secondary care and tertiary 
care. "Secondary care is medical care provided by a specialist or facility upon referral by a 
primary care physician that requires more specialized knowledge LsicJ, skill, or equipment 
than primary care " Dictionary.com, primary care, 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browsc/secondary care (last visited Nov. 08, 2009) (citing 
MERRIAM-WEBSTER'S MEDJCAL Drr.TJONARY (2002)). It is the level of care nonna\ly provided 
by a community hospital. PRIMARY CAJl.f. !N AMERICA, supra note I, at 27. Tertiary care is 
"highly specialized medical care usually provided over an extended period of time that involves 
advanced and complex procedures and [sic] trcatn1cnL~ performed by medical specialists in 
state-of-the-art facilities" such as medical centers and teaching hospitals. Dictionary.com, 
tertiary care, http://dictionary.refr.rence.com/browse/tertiary care (la..~t visited Nov. 08, 2009) 
(citing MERIUAM-Wf,JISTER's MEDICAL DICTIONARY (2002); PRIMARY CARE IN AMERICA, 
supra notr. 1, at 27. 
10 Barbara Starfield, et al., Contribution of Primary Care to Health Systems and Health, 
8;J MILBANK Q. 457, 458 {200.'i). 
11 PRIMARY CARE IN AM:ERlCA, supra note l, at 72. 
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tncrea.sing access, especially among the disadvantaged; improving quality; 
emphasizing preventive services; identifying and beginning early health 
management to prevent hospitalization or use of emergency services; and 
decreasing the need for specialist care. 12 Primary care lowers disparities in the 
population's health and generally reduces aggregate health expenditures. 
fiowever, expanding primary care does not necessarily lead to lower costs 
because previously unmet needs are identified and expanded access can lead 
to increa.<;ed utilization of senices ' 3 
With respect to individuals, primary care is valuable because it 
provides a place where: 
patients can bring a \vidc range of health problems for 
appropriate [care] .; it guides [the] patients through the 
health system; ... it facilitates an ongoing relationship between 
patients and clinicians ...; [and] it helps build bridges between 
personal health care services and patients' families and 
communities. 14 
III. 	U.S. HEAL'l'H CARE SYS"TEM: DISSATISFIED PHYSICIANS & 
PATIENTS 
"fhe benefits of primary care are not being fully realized because of 
problems that exist within the United States health care system. Some chief 
concerns include fragmented delivery of services, high prevalence of medical 
errors,'5 and high health care expenditurcs. 16 For primary care physicians in 
particular, residual problems exist because of the unintended consequences of 
implementing managed care to control costs. Managed care was initially 
viewed as a means to "manage care and organize a fragmented and wa..<;teful 
health care systcm."17 The system \Vas intended to emphasize primary care 
and be structured around the family physician and other primary care 
providers.'~ 
But instead, managed care ha..<; brought an erosion of trust behveen the 
physician and the patient. "fhe envisioned role of pri1nary care provider as 
gatekeeper eroded trust because the physician wa..<; not seen a..;; acting in the 
best interest of the patient and as being a gatcv.'ay to appropriate care, but 
instead viewed as the managed care organization's agent charged with 
limiting care to control costs. '9 A second consequence wa;; disruption of 
12 Starfiel<l, supra note 10, at 471·. 
"'RIFAI ATUN, WHAT ARE TFIE ADVA:<ITAGF.S AND DISADVA'\TAGES OF RF.STltl.""CT!JRING A 
H1"ALTH CARJ; SYSTEM TO BE MoRF. FOCUSED 0.'I PRIMARY CAHE SEHVJCES?. WJJQ REGIONAL 
0FFICF. FOR EUROPF HEALTH f.VlDE~CE Nl'.TWORK R1;PORT, COPENHAGEX DF.'\:\lARK 4 (2004), 
available at http: //'>';w\•r. euru.v.·ho.int/document/eB99 7.pdf. 
,. PlUMARY CARI; IN AM-ERICA, supra note l, at 5:J. 
"COM'\!. ON Q.UAl.ITY OF HEALI"H CARF. rs AM., INST. OF Mi:n., CROSSIXG THE Q.uAJ.ITY 
CHASM, A NEW H1'.ALTll SYSTE.M FOR THE 21" CF.NT!JRY 1·4-46 (2001) [hereinafter CnOSS!NG 
THF. QuAJ.lTY CnAsMj. 
'"!>.'orrnan B. Kahn, Jr., The F1Jture of I'"amily Medicine: A Collaborative Project qf the 
}'"a1nily Medicine Community, 2 ANXAJ.S FAMILY MED. S3, S5 (:.!004); CROSSING TllF. QUALITY 
CHASM, supra note 15, al 3. 
17 Kahn, supra note 16, at S5. 
'"Id. 
'·"Id. 
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sustained physician-patient relationships. I-Jere low managed care prices and 
employer decisions to change benefit plans encouraged patients to switch 
from health plan to health plan, and from provider to provider. 'fhird, the lo\\' 
reimbursement rates generally paid to primary care physicians, the 
discounted rates in1posed during the managed care era, and "flat or declining 
fees from public and private payers" required physicians to seek higher 
volumes of patients in order to maintain profitability.20 Higher volumes led to 
rushed appointments and more focus on disease treatment instead of 
prevention. 011 With the exception of the gatekeeper issue, primary care 
physicians still encounter many of these problems. 
In the managed care environment, primary care physicians could not 
deliver health care in a manner that was professionally or financially,, 
rewarding. Many physicians became dissatisfied and physicians reported 
being "frustrated, angry, and over.vhelmed.""'' A survey published by the 
Kaiser Family Foundation in 2006 noted that forty-seven percent of 
physicians reported that their enthusiasm for practicing rnedicinc had 
lessened over the la.st five years and eighty percent noted that the overall 
morale of physicians had decreased.24 Another thirty-eight percent would not 
reco1nmend the practice of medicine to a young person."" Dissatisfaction also 
affected medical students' residency selections. Frorn 1998 to 2002 there was 
a decline 1n the cnrollrnent of family practice residency programs. 
Additionally, a significant number of physicians over 50 years of age left the 
practice of medicine or retired early."' This decreased physician satisfaction, 
the decision by medical students to reject primary care as a specialty, and the 
early retirement of many physicians over 50 has created primary care 
physician shortages that are likely to pcrsi,<,t in the future. 
20 Green, et al., Report 1if lhe Task force on Patient l':xpecttLluin.1, Core Vul11«s, 
R«inlcj,rrO.tion, and the Ncr;; 1Vfodel o_{Fami/y .Medicine Task Poree, 2 Annals Family Med. S:J:l, 
S:J4 (2001·), ava1.lable at \V\V\V.annfammed.org/conl/vol2/supp1_1/1ndl'x.shtm\; HAT. Tu & 
PAUL Gn;sHUH.G, LosI~G GROUND: PHYSICIAN INCOME, 1995-2003, TRACKIKG RF.PORT 15 
(200fi), ava-i/abfr (LI http://\V,.,'W.h~d1ang('.org/CONTE'<T /851/ . 
.,, Kimberly S. II. Yarnall, et al., Primary Care: ls There E11rJngh Time for Prevt~ntion? 9:J 
A:\l. J. PURI.TC ll>:Al.TH (i,35 (200.'3). 
"Physicians across the United States are experiencing finannal pressure;. Thl' Centrr 
for Studying Health System Change (CSI-ISC) in its report, Losing (;round: Phy<;ician Income, 
1995-200:1, notes that physicians overall saw a 7.Io/o dedine in real income betv.·een 1995 and 
200.'3. "Primary care physicians tared the y,·orst with a 10.2'% dedine." The report cites "flat or 
drdining fees fro1n bolh public and private paycro La;J a 1najor factor underlying declining or 
stagnating real incomes fur physicians." Tu &- Ginsbuqi;, supra note 20, at l, 3. 
03 Jlouse Calif; are Back - For a P·nce: Plush Practice.~ on lhe Rise, MED. ETHICS AnVJSOR, 
FEH. 1, 2002 Lhcreinaner Jlouse Ca/fa are Back l 
,. K.AISFR l'A!>l!LY Foi;NI)., :\"AT!ONAL SuKVF.Y 01· PHYSICIANS 2 (2006) [hereinafter 2006 
PHYSICIAX Si.;RVFY]. In 2002, fifty-eight percent ofphy;icians reported that Lheir enthl1siasm 
for practicing rnedicine lessened over the last five years, and eighty-seven per<"ent responded 
that physician monile ha<l gone doy,·n. Kai;er Family Found., "-'ationa\ Survey of Physicians 2 
(2002) [hereinafter 2002 PHYSICIAN SunvEYl. 
"2006 PHYS!C!AX si:RVF."\:, supra note 24, at 2. In 2002, 45% of physicians y,·ould not 
rccon1mend the practice of medil·ine to a young pcr;on. The primary rPasons that physicians 
would not rccomn1end the practice of medicine to a young person reflect the prin1ary negati\·e 
i1npaet that managed care ha; on medicine: Paperv.·ork/red tape/ad1ninistrativc hassles 
Ui7'%), Loss of autonomy (16%), Inadequate financial re\vards (31o/o). 2002 Physician Survey, 
Sli.pra note 24, at 2. 
26 Primary Care at lhe CrrJSHroads, PHYSICIAN'S WKLY., Srpl. 2, 2002, availabfo at 
http:/ /wwv.·. physy,·eeklyarchives.con1/article. asp ·1; ssueid =3:i &artiC"leid~ 29l&pri n tahle=1. 
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Dissatisfaction with the current state of health care delivery extends to 
patients as \Veil. ]'ypical patients want "easy, quick, reliable access to a source 
of care seven days a \\-"eek, twenty-four hours a day."27 "fhey also want the 
health care provider to ~know [them], have [their] records, care about 
[them], take continuing responsibility for [them], and guide [them] through 
the labyrinth" of the healthcare maze. 28 "fhis type of access is rare in our 
present systcm.'9 
Patients' chief complaints include long waits to schedule appointments, 
long stays in the \Vaiting room, and rushed appointmcnts:10 In 2006, a survey 
of United States residents found that fifty-one percent of respondents were 
dissatisfied \Vith their healthcare:11 Based on an earlier survey, forty percent 
agreed that the quality of care had worsened in the previous five years.~2 
lV. PHYSICIANS PROPOSE ·rwo SOLU"l'IONS: CONCIERGE MEDICINE 
ANlJ 'l'tlE PA1'IENT-CEN'fERED MEDICAi, HO:\iE 
Physician frustration led to the creation of a ne\V business model: 
concierge medicine ("CM"), and revitalization of an old model: the patient­
centered medical home ("PCMII"). Both models focus on providing 
personalized primary care that is comprehensive and emphasizes preventive 
care. Both models feature enhanced and convenient access to health care 
SCfVlCCS 
A. CO:\"CIERGE MEDICl:.JE (CM) 
Concierge medicine is a private medical practice in which the physician 
charges patients an annual fee tu be a patient in the practice. In exchange, the 
physician limits the number of patients he or she accepts in order to offer 
more personalized services and amenities:13 In concierge practices, physicians 
focus on addressing patients' chronic and acute health care issues \vhile 
providing preventive health care services and \Vorking to change patient 
behavior to facilitate better health. Given the comprehensive focus of 
concierge medicine, a \Vide range of patients benefit from use of this delivery 
model, including health conscious individuals, urban professionals, those \vith 
' 7VICTOR H.. Fucns, WHO SnALL LIVE"/ llEALTll, ECONOMICS, ANU SOCIAL C1101CE 68-69 
(Expanded ed. 2002). 
"Fi;cns, supra note 27, at 69. 
'-"Id. 
·
10 Bill Brubaker, VIP lvfedic11l Care Pro1n.1ses Fas/ Acee.~.~, For a Few Bucks ~More, \VASIL 
POST, Mar. 21, 2004, at FS. One unhappy patient compared his doctor's visits to Disney 
\Vorld. The patient told the doctor that -it's a three-hour wait for a 20-second riclc." \Vayne J. 
c:uglie!mo, !low to Set lfp a Concierge Practice, Med. Reon., Aug. 22, 2003, at 64. 
Jl KAISEU FAMILY FOUND. ET AL., NATIONAL SURVEY ON CONSUMERS' EXl'J;JUENCES \\'!TH 
PATIENT SAFFTY ANT) QuAI.ITY INl'ORMATION 2 (2006). In 2004, 55% of patients \\"ere 
dissatisfied. KAISEH FAMILY Foi:Nn. F.T AL., KATIONAI. SURVEY ON CoNSUMEHS' ExPF.RJENCES 
WITH PATIENT SAFETY AND QUALITY INFORMATION 2 (2004). Lhcreinafter KA!SEH 2004 
PATJENT SunvF.YJ. 
32 KAISF.R 2004 p j\ l"JJ;NT SURVEY, supra note 31, at J. 
"'GAO CoNC!ERGF. REPORT, supra note 3, at l. 
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complicated rnedical conditions, the \Vealthy, and those that choose to allocate 
their resources to focus attention on health issues.;'4 
Dr. Howard Maron started the first concierge practice, MD 2 , in 1996. Dr. 
Maron ¥.'as the former physician of the Seattle Supersonics basketball team 
and was in charge of VIP medicine at the 1990 Seattle Goodwill Games. 35 Dr. 
Maron's business model for MD2 wa.~ to provide custom meclical care in which 
the doctor, equip1nent, pharmaceuticals, and staff are brought to the patient 
to meet the patients' unique neecls:11; 
In 2001, a .Florida company, MDVTP, expanded the availability of 
concierge medicine by providing custom medical care at a significantly 
reduced rate.37 As of 2004 there \Vere at least 145 concierge physicians in the 
lJnitecl States:18 
Concierge Medicine is an urban phenomenon, occurring mostly on the 
ea.st and west coa.~ts. Practices are in 25 states and concentrated in California, 
Florida, Washington, and Massachusetts. 39 
Concierge physicians arc largely primary care physicians, most comrr1only 
from disciplines like internal medicine and family practice. 1"hc physicians 
arc also generally seasoned, averaging about 19 years of practice. 10 
W11ile the traditional primary care practice has 2,500 to 5,000 patients,41 
the typical concierge practice averaged 491 patients in 2004.4 ~ 'fhc cost of 
concierge services varies from $60 to $1.5,000 per year, and the most 
frequently reported annual fee was Sl,500.43 
Concierge practices offer a variety of services which can be grouped in 
three categories: (1) services not covered by insurance or services subject to 
coverage limitation~; (2) access to the physician and patient convenience; and 
(.'3) amenities. Services included in concierge practices that are not covered by 
insurance or subject to coverage limitations typically include periodic 
preventive care physical examinations, wellness planning, exercise 
n1anagcment, nutrition, \vcight loss programs, smoking cessation, and stress 
reduction counseling. 44 Patient convenience and access services include: 
,,. Debra C. Cascardo, Concierge Medicine and Patient Advocate Firrr1s: r>'ew Hon:zon.s u1 
l!ealth Care, MF.OSCAPE Ri:s. MF.n., May 27. 2005. available at 
http·// \\"W\\'.1necht:apc.coin/vicwarticlc/505311. 
"Brubaker, supra note :lO, at FS. 
"A.~1. ::vr~,ll. Ass'r;, Coi;N('ll. OF :'l.1:F.D!CAT. SERVICES REPORT 9-A-02 at l (2002) 
[hereinafter COL'NCJL RhPORT], Lynn Wagner, Bouli(j'll" Pro.dice., Grrnv A1nid Debate, 
PHY~JCJAN Fir.. Nrws, Sept. 15, 2003, at 30. 
,,.,.Id. 
38 GAO CONCIERGI'. R!>l'ORT, supra note 3, at 29. 
"-'Id. at 9. 
1-0 id. at 12. 
41 Max P. Rusen, ct. al., Arrn'rican Nlcdical Association Teleconference: Physician 
F.nlrl'PH'IH'urs: {)n the Culling Edge of Technology and Care, Feb. 13, 2003, (un file with the 
author); \\o'agncr, supra note 36, at 32. 
4 'CoUNCll. RF.POHT, .1upra note:!6, at l; GAO CONCIEHG1' REl'ORT, svpra. note 3, at 13. 
4.
1 Eighty percent of the concierge physicians that rcspon<lrrl to the GACl questionnaire 
"reported annual fees from $SOO to 5:3,999." (~AO CuNc11::nG1; REPORT, supra null':;!, al 12. A 
srnall percent of physician<; '\vaived the 1nen1hership fee for some of their concicq~P patients" 
Jd.; COUNCIL REPORT, supra notl' 36, at 2. 
44 GAO Co:"!CIERGE RJo:POHT, .iupra note;{, at 15; Guglielmo, supra note 30, at fi7; Ro.,en, 
supra note 41; Wagner, supra note 36, at l, 3; Ronni Sayewilz, Retainer.ifor Doctors Under 
Attack, S. FLA. Bus. J, April 12, 2002; Hu,,sc Calli; are Ba.ck, .iupra note 23. If health 
insurance policies CUVl'r lhese5 service<; thPy are generally limited. For example, ;inte passage 
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telephone 45 and email consultations; priority, same-day, or next day 
appointments for non-urg-cnt matters; longer, more personalized 
appointments that allow the physician to interact more fully with the 
patient; 16 house calls or workplace consultation; accompaniment to specialist 
appointments; transportation to and from the office; and prescription 
delivery.47 Amenities can include a waiting area that provides coffee, cake, 
and fruit for the patients,48 or they can be upscale and include private waiting 
areas, monogrammed bath robes, and marble hallways.49 
B. PATIENT-CENTERED MEDICAL HOME (PCMH) 
A PCMH provides a "continuous relationship with a personal physician" 
\vho cares for the \Vhole person. 50 There are six characteristics to the PCMH 
model of delivery: "[(1)] a personal physician, [(2)1 physician-directed 
uf the Ml'dicare Improv('Inent and Modcrni:,o:ation Art. in 2003, Medicare provides a one-time 
"\Velcome to Medicare" exa1n 'Nhich is a preventive evaluation and management service. To be 
covered the benefit must be taken advantage of within 12 months uf joining thr l\1edicare 
program. Centers for I\-1edicarr and Medicaid Services, Overviev•: Welcome to Medicare Visit, 
http:/ /W>'--w.cms.hhs.)l;UV / pf/printpa)l;c.asp?ref~h ttp: / /www. cms.hh&.)l;UV/\VelcomctoMcdicare 
Exam/Ol_Ovcrv1ew.asp. However, thP Medicare progran1 dues not cover a routine physind 
exam or check-up physical that some physicians provide annually or biannually. CTRS. FoR 
MEIJJCARL & MEDICAJD SEl\V., TH1" GUIDE TO :vlED!CAl\E PRJ;VENT!VE SERVICES !'OR 
PHYSICIANS, PROVJDERS, SUPPLIJ,RS AND 0THEI\ HEALTH CARE PnoFESSlONALS 19 (3d ed. 
2009), available at http:/ /ww,v.cms.hhs.gov/MI.KProducts/do,vnloads/mps_guide_wcb­
061305.pdf [hereinafter, MEDICARE PREVE1'i'lJV1> SEnv1cF. Gu1uE]. In order fur a beneficiary 
to receive counseling on his/her diet, he/she must generally have a condition or disease, such 
as being oven•reight or having diabetes or high cholesterol. .\1EDICAR1> PREVENTIVE SERVICE 
Gu1nE, supra at 21, 4:l, and 53. 
"This can include 24 hour pager or cell phone access to the physicians. 
"'The ability to provide longer appointments is an unpurtant feature because it facilitatl'8 
the practice of rnedicine in ;vays consistent \vi th the recommendations of physicians from five 
countries on mean& that can improve the quality of care. Those uicans include spending Inure 
time with patients, irnproving access to preventive care, and providing better patient 
education. Robert J. Blendon, et al., Physician," Views on Quality qfCare. A Fn:e-Country 
Comparison, 20 fiEALTll AFF. 23:1, 238 (2001) (surveying phyoicians fron1 Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand, England, and the United States). lly spending more time with patients, 
phy&icians have the ability to incorporate treatment methods that help patients change 
behavior and adhere to treatn1ent protocols. c;retchen L. Zimmerman, et al., A "Stages of 
Change# Approach to Helping Patients Change Behavior, 61 A'\1. FAMJJ,Y PttYS!CJAN 1409, 
1411-12 (2000). This model has 6 stages: Precuntcmplatiun, conle1nplation, preparation, 
action, maintenance, and relapse. A physician n1ust first assess ,,,.·here a patient is \vith respect 
to changing behavior that affects health. Once that is done the physician can adjust their 
medical adviee accordingly. The physician can implement the model in longer visits or brief 
counseling sessions lasting 5 - 15 n1inutes. Id. at 1409-10. 
• 7 (~uglielinu, .1upro nutl' 30, at 67; Rosen, ,1upra note 41; Saye>vitz, supra note 44; 
Wagner, supra note :l6, at 1, :1, House Call.i are Back, supra note 23. See also GAO CONCIERGE 
REPORT, supra nute 3, at 15-16 (for a chart ~howing typical coverage services and percentages 
ufpractices that use them) . 
., Michael Rornano & Laura B. Benko, A1.f\'MBERS ONLY: 11iese doctors and their affluent 
patientsfind then1Selves 171 exclwiivc cornpany, 31 Mon. HF.AI:fHCAl\E 38 (Oct. 22, 2001). 
•.•Guglielmo, supra note 30, at 67; Rosen, supra note 41, Sayewitz, supra notl' 44, at 2; 
Wagner, supra note :J6, at l, :3; !louse Calls are Buck, supra note 23, at 1. 
50 TRANSFORMED, Tl-IE Tl\A:"ISf'ORMl>D .PATIENT-CENTERED MEDICAL MODEL 1 (2009), 
http://www.transformed.com/ pdf/TransforM ED;..1.edicall·lomeM ode!- letter. pdf. 
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medical practice, [(3)] whole-person orientation, [(4)] coordinated care;01 
[(5)] quality and safety, and [(6)1 enhanced access.""i 
"The American Academy of Pediatrics ("AAP") introduced the [first] 
medical home [modcll in 1967" to improve the care provided to children with 
special needs.5·~ In 2004, the Future of Family Medicine Project expanded the 
model to create the patient-centered medical home and "called for every 
American to have a 'personal medical home.'" 54 Today, four primary care 
physician organizations encourage use of the PCMH: (1) the American 
Academy of Family Physicians, (2) the American Academy of Pediatrics, (3) 
the American College of Physicians, and (4) the American Osteopathic 
Association.55 
In a PCMH, each patient in the practice is assigned to a team of health 
care professionals who are responsible for that patient's ongoing care.56 The 
team is directed by a personal physician. 'fhe personal physician provides 
acute, chronic, and preventive care, as well as care for all stages of life, 
including end-of-life. 57 The personal physician coordinates care across 
providers and in the patient's community. 58 'fo ensure clinical quality, 
physician decision-making is evidence-based. 59 In addition, patients are 
involved in their treatment decisions and trained to manage their health 
conditions.60 
Current fee-for-service payment systems create barriers to use of the 
PCMH model by paying each provider separately and emphasizing treatment 
for acute conditions and face-to-face care. 61 In fact, the current 
reimbursement system in the United States does not reimburse physicians for 
the time that they or their staff provide coordinating care between the 
practice, specialists, ancillary health care providers and community 
"'Coordinated care manages referrals, connects patients to care outside the compt·tence 
of the physicians. "Primary care physicians are central to efforts to improve care coordination 
by managing referrals and connecting care and medical information over time and across 
settings." Robert J. Blendon, et al., On the Front Lines ofCare: Primary Care Doctors' Office 
Systems, Experiences, and Views in Seven Countries, 25 HEALTH AFF.-WEB Exc1.us1vE w555, 
w560 (2006) [hereinafter PCP Office Systems]. 
"'Leigh Ann Backer, The Medical Horne-· An Ideu Whose Ti"ie Has Co1neAgain, 14 FAM. 
PRAC. MGMT. 39, 40 (2007). 
'·'Id. at 38. 
"'"Id. 
'·'Id. 
56 Options to Improve Quality and Efficiency Ainung Medicare Physicians: Hearings 
Before the Subcomm. on Ifealth of the H. Comm. on Ways and Means, 11o•h Cong. 39 (2007) 
~hereinafter Medicare Physiciaw; Hearingsl (testimony of Rick Kellerman, M.O., President, 




00 Id. The traditional health care system is designed for passive patients who do not get 
involved in self-managc1nent of their care because it is assumed that their illness or injury is 
acute and will resolve itself in days or weeks through the use of short-term treatment. Thus, 
the traditional health care system is not designed to adequately treat or support patients with 
chronic disease. MEoPA.c, REPORT TO THli CONGll.ESS: lNCll.EA.SING THE VALUF. OF MEDtCARE 
35 (2006) [hereinafterMEOPAC REPOll..T: fNCRF.A.SING THE VAl-Uf: OF MEnlCA.Rli]. 
"'MEDPA.c REPORT: INCll.EASING THli V.i1.r.ut: OF MHDICA!l.E, supra note 60, at 35; 
Cll.OSSJNG THE QUALlTY CHASM, supra note 15, at 202. 
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resources.62 In this environment many patients do not receive recommended 
care and suffer harmful consequences such as unnecessary hospitalization.6·~ 
Studies show that coordination of care across clinicians and settings 
improves efficiency and produces better clinical outcomes. 64 Accordingly, 
efforts are being made to amend Medicare reimbursement legislation to 
compensate physicians for care coordination and care management. 65 
AdditionalJy, private insurers are launching pilot projects that "pay 
participating physicians a per+member-pcr-month care management fee in 
addition to fee-for+scrvice payments."66 
V. 	 CONGRESS RESPONDS DIFFERENTLY TO THE PRIMARY CARE 
DELIVERY MODELS 
The congressional response to these two primary care models has been 
diametrically opposed. Several bills were introduced to prohibit the use of 
concierge medicine with Medicare beneficiaries while legislation ha..<; been 
enacted and proposed to begin demonstration projects in Medicare, Medicaid, 
and SCHIP using the PCMH. 
A. CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE TO CONCIERGE MEDICINE 
Several congressmen were concerned about the use of the concierge 
business model to treat Medicare beneficiaries because of the potential 
financial burden imposed on elderly patients and the possibility that the 
model would limit access to care. 67 
Third-party payers use charge limitations to help control the cost of 
health care services paid by insured~patients. Charge limitations are designed 
to control the reimbursement rate that physicians receive from third-party 
payers. Charge limits also can prevent balance hilling. Balance billing occurs 
when a physician contractually agrees with a third-party payer to be 
6' Backer, supra note 52, at 39; Medicare Physicians J/(~arings, s,,pru. note 56 (testimony 
of Rick Kellerman, M.D., President. American Academy of f'amily Physicians). 
63MEDP/\.C REPORT: INtREASJNG TUE VALUE OF MEDICARE, supra. note 61, at :JS; see also 
Elizabeth A. MeGlynn, ct al., The Quality of Health Care Delivered to Adults in the United 
States, ."348 NEW. ENG. J. MED. 2635, 2643 (2003) (noting that on average, adult A1nericans 
receive about half of the recommended mrdical care for acute and chronic conditions as well 
as preventive care). 
&<CROSSING THE QUALITY CHASM, supra note 15, at 134; MEDPAc, REPORT TU THE 
CONGRESS: REl'ORMING THE DEI.IV"f.RY SYSTEM .19 (2008) [hereinafter MEDPAC REPORT: 
REl'ORMING TH"f. DEI-IVER"Y SYSTEM]. 
65 The American Academy of Family Physicians has reconunended to Congress that it 
adopt the "Patient-centered Medical Home as an interim component of Lthc] physician 
payment while awaiting ... [the] results of the [medical home] demonstration" authorized 
under the Tax Reform and Health Care Act 2006. Medicare Physicians flearings, s"pra note 
56 (testimony of Rick Kellerman, M.D., President, American Academy of Family Physicians). 
Staff at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has already begun working on 
defining a CPT code for care management. Backer, supra note 52, at 39. 
06 Backer, supra note 52, at 39. 
67 Letter from Representatives Henry A. Waxman, Sherrod Brown, Pete Stark, and 
Benjamin Cardin and Senator Richard Durbin, U.S. Congressmen to TomJny Thompson, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services (March 4, 2002), available at 
http://oversight.house.gov/story. asp? I D,,552. 
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rein1burscd at a certain rate for providing a medical service and then attempts 
to collect the balance of the amount charged frorn the patient. 68 
For example, in the Medicare program the two primary methods of 
reirnbursement for physicians place limits on \vhat physicians may charge 
Medicare beneficiaries. Physicians can agree to an accepted fee as a 
participating provider. Alternatively, the physician can choose to be a 
nonparticipating physician and be limited to charging a percentage of the 
Medicare fee schedule. 69 The only \Vay physicians are not lirr1ited in \Vhat they 
charge the beneficiary is by not participating or opting out of the Medicare 
program.70 
Given the Medicare reimbursement limits, concerns about concierge 
medicine and its use \Vith Medicare beneficiaries \Vere raised explicitly in a 
letter from several congressmen to then Secretary of Health and Human 
Services, ·rommy 'I'hompson. 'fhis letter alleged that physicians who 
established concierge practices and treated elderly patients \Vere unla....fully 
billing Medicare in excess of Medicare allo\vable rates. 71 
Secretary 1'hompson replied to the congTcssmcn by letter that it \vas not 
clear that concierge practices, which offer patients a package of non-covered 
services for an annual fee, violate the la\v, The Secretary reasoned that the 
Medicare li1nits on physician charges only govern Medicare-covered services. 
To the extent that the concierge fees are for non-covered services, there is no 
violation of Medicare la\v. 7' 
In response to Secretary Thompson's letter, several congressmen proposed 
legi~latinn that \vould bar physicians from charging Medicare beneficiaries a 
concierge fee unless the physicians totally opted out of the Medicare system. 7'< 
This proposed legislation, however, \vas never enacted. 
60 Massachusetts Med. Soc'y v. Dukakis, 81IJ F.2d 790, 790 (1st Cir. 1987). 
"" ~nn-participaling providrrs are liinited to charging 115'Yo of the Medicare physician fee 
schedule. 42 U.S.C. § 1:J9IJw-4(g)(2) (2006). 
70 \Vhrn physicians opt oul of Medicare and serve lYtedicare patients, this is called private 
contracting. There are specific procedures that a physician must follo\v to opt out of Medicare. 
The phy;inan mu;t secure a written r·untract with th" patic,,1t that C>.plain; that he/shr is not 
accepting .\1edicare. Neither the patient nor the doctor can bill Medicare for the medical 
;crviccs that arc provided. The phy;ician rnust "xplain to the patient that the patient is solely 
responsihle for pa}ing the medical bill. The doctor must agree to opt out of the Medicare 
;ystcm for twu years Thi~ means lhl' phy;i6an can not bill Medicare for any services for t\vo 
years. 42 U.S.C. § 1:i9;;a(b) (2006). 
71 Letter frorn Representatives Ht•nry A. \Vaxrnan, Sherrod Brown, Pele Stark, and 
Bcnjan1in Cardin and Sf'nator Richard Durbin, U.S. Congressmen, to To1nn1y Thompson, 
Scr-rctary of Health and Human Scrv1C"cS (.\larch 4, 2002), available at 
http://ovcroigh L.h ous<'.gov / o Lury.ao p ">] D= 552. 
70 Letter fro1n Tommy G. Thompson, Secretary of Health and Human Service;, tu thr 
Honorable Henry A. Waxn1an, U.S. Congressman (May 1, 2002), available ai 
http:/ /oversight.housc.gov/story.asp"?!D=552. Concierge practices may have more difficulty 
avoiding Medicare violations since the scope of preventive services fur the elderly has changed. 
\.Vhilc hioloncally, l\1erli<·are provided fe\' preventive services, since January 2005, a one-time 
physical exam \Vas added as \\'ell as diabetes and cardiovascular scrc<'ning. M"<la:are 
Prcocnp!ion Drug, hnpruvt•n11•nt, an<l l\1odrrni~ation Acl of 2003, Pub. L. No. 108-I7:J, §§ 
61I-6I:l, 117 Stat. 2066, 2:JO:J-06 (200:l); 42 U.S.C. § I.195x (V>'>v)-(yy) (2006). 
'"In 2001, Senator Ncbon 1ntruducl'd Senate Bill 1592. In 2002, Congressman Cardin 
introduced House Bill 4752. This bill \Vas co-sponsored by Congressmen Wa.xman, Stark <>n<l 
Bro\Vll. Additionally in 2002, Senator Bill Kelson from Florida introduced Scnat" Bill 1606. 
In 2003, Medicare Equal Acccso tu Care Act 2003 'vas introduced in the liouse of 
Representative by Congressman Cardin as llouse Bill 242:l and in the Senate by Senatur 
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Subsequently, in 2003 Congress required the Government Accounting 
Office (GAO) to study concierge medicine and its impact on Medicare 
beneficiaries. 74 In 2005, the GAO concluded that "the small number of 
concierge physicians makes it unlikely that the approach has contributed to 
widespread access problems."7'' 
B. 	 CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE TO THE PATIENT-CENTERED MEDICAL HOME 
In contrast, the Congressional response to PCMH has been positive. 
Congress has enacted legislation authorizing demonstration projects using the 
PCMH model under Medicare and introduced a bill to conduct demonstration 
projects under Medicaid and SCHlP. 
1. 	 Tax Relief and I-Tealth Care Act of2006 
Seclion 204 of the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006 (TRHCA) 
requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to conduct medical 
home demonstrations in the Medicare program for 3 years in up to 8 states.'16 
The Medicare medical home demonstration \\'as originally scheduled to begin 
in September 2008, but will not begin until the Office of Management and 
Budget approves the design of the dcmonstration. 77 
The medical home is a physician practice 78 that provides "targeted, 
accessible, continuous and coordinated, family-centered care to high-need 
populations." 79 High-need populations arc defined a.s "individuals \Vilh 
multiple chronic illnesses that require regular medical monitoring, advising, 
or trcatmcnt."8" 
]·he personal physician must be "board certified," provide "first contact 
and continuous care,~ and have "staff and resources to manage the 
comprehensive and coordinated health care" of patients. 81 The personal 
physician is responsible for advocating, supporting, and guiding a plan of care 
;.Jelson a~ s~nate Bill 345. Congn•sMnan Cardin·s bill \\'as co-sponsored by Congressn1en 
Waxman, Brown of Ohio, Congressman Stark, and Congressn1an Kleczka. Senator Nelson's 
hill was ro-sponsore<l by Senator& Kcnne<ly, Grah<nn, E<lwards, an<l Sarbanes. 
74 Pub. L. ;.Jo. 108-173, § 650, 117 Stat. 2066, 2331. 
71 GAO CONCJERGE REPORT, supra natl' 3, at 4. 
'"Tax Re\irf and Health Care Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-432, § 204(a)-(b), 120 Stat. 
2922, 2987. The duration and scope of the demonstration may be expan<lcd as the Sel-r~tary 
<lc<·rr1s appropriate if "the expansion of the projl'ct is expected to iinprovc thl' quality of patient 
care ""ithout increasing spending" or \Vil\ "reduce spending under the Medicare program 
without reducing. quality." Medicare Improvement<; fur Patients and Providers Act of 
2008, Pub. L. Ku. 110-275, § 133, 122 Stat. 2494, 2531. '111c Secretary n1ust file an annual 
evaluation and final report to Congress. Tax Relief and I-lealth Care Act§ 204(f). 
77 CF.NThRS FOR M1;01cARF. AND MEDlCAJn SERVICF.s, OF.SIGN or THE CMS \1EDICAJ. 
HOME DEMONHTRATION 11 (2008), available at 
htIp:/ /"''NW. cm s .hhs.gov/ DemoProjectsEvalRpts/MD/list.a~p ~ TupOfPage (dick "Medicare 
:Medical llomc Demonstration" hypcrlink; then fo\lo,v "Denio Design Report" downloads). 
78 The medical honll' must target indhiduals for participation in the demonstration, 
provide "safe and secure technology to promote patient acc~o~ to personal health inforn1ation," 
and develop "a health as~cs~ment tool for the individuals targeted." The medical ho1ne must 
also train the pcr~unnel that are involved in the coordination of care. Tax Relief and Health 
Care Act§ 204(d). 
79 Id. § 204(a) 
oo Id. 
"'Id.§ 204(c)(2). 
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for the patient that is integrated, coherent and cross-disciplined in nature. 82 
'fhe plan of care should be "developed in partnership with the patient ... and 
other appropriate medical personnel or agencies. "3·1 T'he personal physician 
must "use[] evidence-based medicine and clinical decision support tools to 
guide decision-making", "use[] health information technology to ... monitor 
and track health status," and "provide ... enhanced and convenient access to 
services."84 The physician also should "encourage[] patients to participate in 
the management of their own health through education and support 
systcms."8·~ 
Currently, the Medicare statute does not provide reimbursement for 
physician services to coordinate care. 1'RHCA eliminates this deficiency in 
the demonstration project by paying the personal physician a care 
management fee to coordinate care. 86 'fhe medical home is compensated by 
sharing 80% of the reductions in Medicare spending that are attributable to 
the efforts of the medical home. 87 The reduction in Medicare spending is 
based on an assumption that there will be "reductions . . . of health 
complications, hospitalization rates, medical errors, and adverse drug 
reactions." 86 Monies from the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance 
Trust Fund will fund the reimbursement paid to the personal physician and 
the medical home. B9 
2. 	 The Medical Homes Act of2007 
Several Congresspersons also have proposed use of the PCMH in 
Medicaid and the State Children's Health Insurance Program (SCHIP). 
Senators Durbin of Illinois (D) and Burr of North Carolina (R) introduced a 
bipartisan bill, the Medical llomes Act of 2007, to conduct a 3+year 
demonstration project.90 The medical homes are expected to "improve the 
effectiveness and efficiency in providing medical assistance." 91 The core 





"7 Id.§ 204(c)(2). 
""Id. 
09 Id. § 204(r.)(3). Funding from the SMJ Trusl i~ limited to $100,000,000. Medicare 
Improvements for Patients and Providers Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-275, § 133(g), 122 Stat. 
2494, 2532. 
• 
0 Medical Humes Act of 2007, S. 2376, llOth Cong. (2007). Senators Durbin and Burr 
reintroduced this bill in the 11111' Congress in May 2009 as S. 1114. Medical Jiomes Act of 
2009, S.1114, lllth Cong. (2009). 
9 ' S. 2376. According to the Congressional findings, use of the medical home will achieve 
the following: (a) improve health outcomes, (b) result in greater patient satisfaction, (c) 
satisfy the need to involve patients "in their health care decisions, better inform them of 
treatment options, and improve their access to information," (d) result in better management 
of chronic conditions, (e) reduce disparities in access generally and among n1inoritics, (e) 
"reduce duplicative health services and inappropriate" use of the emergency room, and CD 
encourage the use of health information technology iu the provision of health care. Id. § 2. 
The Secretary must "evaluate the project to determine the effectiveness of the PCM II in terms 
of quality improvement, patient and provider satisfaction, the improvements of health 
outcomes," and estimates of cost savings from the program. Id. § 3(e). 
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components of the medical home include a personal primary care provider92 
who uses health information technology to manage and coordinate care that is 
continuous, comprehensive, preventive, evidence-based, and emphasizes 
patient self-managcment:93 Accordingly, the PCMI·T demonstration must "be 
designed to increase: [a] cost efficiencies of health care delivery," (b) 
convenient access to care including wellness and prevention, (c) "patient 
satisfaction," (d) communication among health care providers (primary care, 
hospital, etc), (e) "school attendance," and (f) quality of care:94 The PCMH 
must also be designed to reduce inappropriate uses of the emergency room, 
avoidable hospitalizations, and duplieation of health care services. 9·" 
The medical home must comply with the standards and measures 
established by the medical manage1nent con1n1ittee. The n1edical 
management committee will rcvie\v "evidence-based practice guidelines," 
select "targeted disea..:;cs and care processes that address the health conditions 
of the community as identified in national or state health assessments or 
reports like Healthy People 2010," and evaluate the care provided by the 
medical home.~6 1'hc medical home must also seek guidance from the steering 
committee.97 The steering committee is a collaborative organization that is 
composed of representatives from the community's health care delivery 
system:9" 1'he steering comn1ittee is ta..:;ked \Vith "implement[ingJ State-level 
initiatives rand] devclop[ing] local improvernent initiatives" for prin1ary 
care. 9·9 The steering committee \vill also "investigate questions related to 
community-based practice.'"00 
Selected states \...ill receive funding for the demonstration project from 
Federal matching payments and development grants a\vardcd by the Secretary 
of Health and Human Service.<,_ 101 Federal matching payments shall be used to 
pay primary care providers a per-member, per month care management fee 
that is not less than 82..'50. 10 ' The exact amount is determined by assessing 
the care needs of the targeted patient population. 103 Similarly, the Federal 
matching payment~ will he used to pay the "steering committee noLJ less than 
$2.50 per targeted beneficiary per month."1"4 ·rhe steering committee must 
use to the funds "to purchase health information technology, pay primary care 
case managers, [and] support network initiatives."10" ·rhe States shall also 
9' The personal primary care provider <:an be a physician, a nur~e practitioner, ur health 
cent"r that provides "fir;t contact, C"Ontinuous, coniprl·hensive care fur the \.\-'hole person ... fur 
all types of health con<lition> (~uch as acult' care, chronic rare, and preventive ~ervices)." Id.§ 
3(a)(6). 
''"Id. § :i(a)(5). 





9;· Id§ 3(a)(ll). 

98 The representatives include prin1ary physicians and representatives from health 
cenl,,rs, public health <lcpartments, social service~, an<l puhlie and private hospital~. Id. 
99 Id. 
rno Id.§ 3(a)(ll). 
w• Id.§ 3 (c)(3). 
102 Id. 
w., Id.§ 3 (c)(3)(B)(i). 
io• Jd. § 3 (c)(:J)(B)(ii). 
"'·'Id.§ ."3 (c)(:l). 
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receive development grants to develop "steering committees, medical 
management committees, and local networks of health care providers and 
[toJ facilitate coordination with local communities."106 
VI. PRIMARY CARE IN THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 
A. GENERALLY- WHO-HEALTHFORALL 
In 1978 the World tiealth Organization (WHO)l07 sponsored a conference 
on primacy care as a means "to protect and promote the health of all the 
people of the world." uis Consistent with the WHO constitution, the 
conference defined health broadly to be a "state of complete physical, mental 
and social wellbeing, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity." 109 
The conference called for "national and international action to develop and 
implement primary health care throughout the world." 110 
The Member+States attending the Alma+Ata conference agreed that 
governments should eliminate health inequality and focus on providing 
primary health care to ensure that all citizens are healthy enough to lead 
socially and economically productive lives by the year 2000.'11 Governments 
also were encouraged to formulate, launch, and sustain a primary care system 
"as part of a comprehensive national health system."112 Costs were recognized 
as a relevant consideration in determining the type of care that is provided as 
part of the national health system. 113 In particular, Member-States agreed 
that the services offered in the national health system should reflect the costs 
that the "community and country can afford to maintain. "114 
In 2003, hvcnty-five years after Alma-Ata, the WlIO Secretariat issued a 
report on the status and future of primary health care in the twenty-first 
century. 115 According to the report, government health care policies are 
changing to focus on "population health and the organization and delivery of 
health care." Some trends among the countries focus on "integrated models of 
care ... and organizing health systerns."116 
10
" Id.§ 3 (c)(3)(A)(i). 
107 Tlle World Health Organization (WllO) ls the largest international health 
organization \vith a constitutional mandate to facilitate "the attainment by all pt,oples of the 
highest possible level ofhcalth.tt Constitution of the World Health Organization, art.I. July 
22, 1946, 62 Stat. 2679 [hereinafter WllO Constitution]. 
'
0
" WHO, International Conference on Primary IIcalth Care, Alma-Ata, USSR, Sept. 6­
12, 1978, Declaration ofAlma-Ata [hereinafter Alma-Ala Declaration]. 
10 ~ Id. at 'ii I; WIIO Constitution, supra note 107, preamble. 
110 Alma-Ata Declaration, supra note 108, at 'i1 X. Prin1ary health care is defined broadly 
to include social determinants of health which include public health measures such a.> 
sanitation, clean water, prevention and control of endemic disea.>es. Id. at 'i1 VII (3). In 
contrast, pri1nary care focuses on the delivery of personal health services. PRIMA.RY CAl!.f: JN 
AlviERlCA, supra note I, at 29. 
111 Alma-Ata Declaration, .~upra note108 at 'i1 V_ 

'" Id. at 'i1 VIII. 

1 1
1. fd_ at ~r VI. 
n+ Id. 
'" WlIO, International Conference on Primary lfealth Care, Alma~Ata: Twenty-Fifth 
Anniversary, Apr. 24, 2003, Repnrt by the Secretariat [hereinafter Alma-Ata: 25'h 
Anniversary]. 
116 Id. at 1i 2. 
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According to the report, all Member-States have made a genuine 
commitment to the principles of primary health care. Some countries have 
implemented the commitment by adopting a specific policy on primary health 
care and by ensuring that local and national leadership adopt that policy with 
appropriate resources to support its implementation. n7 In developed 
countries, including the United States, the focus is to ensure that the right 
service is received in the most appropriate setting. Jia 1·he report further 
identifies the characteristics of successful primary care systems in the future. 
Future primary care systems will be able to (a) "adapt to rapidly changing 
circumstances, [(b)J respond to locally defined needs, and [(c) have] 
"sufficient and stable resources. "119 
The report also summarizes the status of primary health care by WHO 
region. The two most relevant to this paper are the Region of the America.<; 
(which includes the United States) and the European Region (which includes 
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Belgium). The European Region 
is further advanced in its use of primary health care in comparison to the 
Region of the Americas. "The [European] Region clearly has position[e<l] 
primary health care as the most important tool to reach the target of health 
for all."120 1'he challenge for the European Region is the impact of chronic 
diseases and the ability to effectively treat them given the need for increased 
access to drugs and provision of comprehensive care. 121 
In contrast, in the Region of the Americas, while most countries embraced 
the goal of Health for All through primary health care, there is room to expand 
and improve primary health care. 1i 2 1''or countries that have not achieved 
universal coverage with essential services, to do so requires "[(a)] strong 
political commitment, [(b)] allocation of sufficient resources, [ ( c)l creation of 
adequate incentives, and [(d)] prioritiza[tion] and targeting services to the 
most vulnerable groups. "1 :1:.i 
Despite the existence of the Health.for All policy, lack of access by poor 
and marginalized groups to essential health care services is still a problem 
worldwide.124 Both the 11•h General Programme of Work -A Global llealth 
"1Jd. at 'If 5. 
""Four years later the United States has the same goal. An Administrator at the Center 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) recently testified at a congressional hearing that 
the "Medicare payment systems should encourage physicians to provide the right care at the 
right time and in the right setting." The payment policy should also "encourage prevention 
and ongoing care for the chronically ill." Medicare Phy.•icians Hearings, supra note 56 
(testimony of Herb Kuhn, Acting Deputy Administrator, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services). 
119 Id. at ii 9. 
"
0 Jd. at 'If 15 (emphasis added). 

'"Id. at 'If 16. 





" 4 WHO, ENGAGING 1'011. llF.ALTll, ll"' GENERAL PROGRAMME OF WoRK, 2006-20015, A 
GLOBAL HEALTJ~ AGV.NDA l:'i (2006), available at 
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2006/(;pw_eng.pdf [hereinafter ENGAGING FOR 
HEAI.Tff]. 
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Agenda adopted by the World llealth Assembly in 2006 - and the 2008 
World Health Report propose universal coverage as the solution.12-' 
Finally, in 2008, during the 30th anniversary year of the Alma-Ata 
Declaration, WHO issued its latest pronouncement on the role that primary 
health care should play in national health systems. The 2008 World flealth 
Report entitled Primary Health Care - Now More than Ever, reiterates the 
importance of primary health care as a tool to reorient national health care 
systems toward delivering care that is fair, efficient, and effective. 1~ 6 
B. 	 PRIMARY CARE JN SPECIFIC COUNTRIES 
As noted previously, the WHO 2003 Health for All report concludes that 
primary care services are highly developed in the middle income and 
developed countries of the European Region which includes the United 
Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Belgium. 
1. 	 The United Kingdom 
'fhe United Kingdom ("UK") 127 has a highly developed primary care 
system delivered by general medical practitioners (GPs) and staff. Most of the 
population is registered with a GP who provides a wide range of "preventive, 
diagnostic, and curative services."128 Patients chose their GP and most people 
have long-standing relationships with their GP.'19 On average, a GP has a 
registered patient list of 1,800 patients. 1·10 GPs serve as gatekeepers to 
hospital specialist services. 1·11 
"·' ENGAGING YOR ll1'ALTH, supra note 124, at 16; WORLD H1'ALTtt 0RGA.NIZAT!ON, 
WORl,0 Hl\Al.TH REPORT 2008: PRIMARY HF-ALTH CARE - Now MoaE THAN EVE& lX, 25, 33 
(2008) [hereinafter WoRLD Ii EALTH REPORT 2008: Pl-IC - Now MORE THAN EVl'.Rl­
126 WORLD HJ>Al.TJI REPORT 2008: PliC Now Mo1u: THAN EVER, supra note l25, at ilt'., 
z,;, :;1;i. Member-States can refocus their health care systems by focusing on four reform 
initiatives: (1) Universal coverage ensures that all people have access to health care regardless 
of ability to pay; (2) Patient-centered services focuses on reforming delivery of health sen-ices 
to be mon· responsible to the needs of individuals while producing better outcomes; (3) 
llealthy public polides promote the protection of public health by engaging other sectors that 
impact health such as trade, environment, and education; and (4) Leadership addresses the 
need for leaders in the government, private, business, and civil socir.ty to negotiate and steer 
health systems to become more fair and effective instead of relying disproportionately on 
command and control or laissez-faire principles. Id. at ix, xvi-xviii. 
127 The United Kingdom is composed of four countries England, Northern Ireland, 
Scotland, and Wales. Each country is responsible for the health care of its citizens. The UK 
has a national health insurance system that is primarily funded "tbrough national taxation; 
deliverLsJ services through public providers; and [has1devolved purchasing responsibilities to 
local bodies [like the] primary care trusts in England.~ World Health Organization R<.'gional 
Office for Europe, SARAH ALLIN ET AL., EUROPE.AN OBSERVATORY ON HEALTH SYSTEMS A.~ll 
POLICIES, SNAPSHOTS OF ll'EALTH SYSTEMS 49 (Susanne Grosse-Tebbe & Joseph Figueras eds.) 
(2005), available at http://www.euro.who.int/document/c87303.pdf (hereinafter WHO­
EuRDPE, UK HEALTH SYSTEM). 
128 EUROPl\AN Oss!i.RVATORY ON flEAl.TH CARE SYSTEMS, fiEALTH CARE SYST'EMS IN 
TRANSITION: UNII"!i.n KINGDOM 53 (1999), available at 
http://www.euro.who.int/document/e68283.pdf [hereinafter lJK HC SYSTEM IN 
TRANSITIONJ. 
' 29 Id. 
" 0 Peter P. Goenewegen ct aL, The Regulatory Environment of General Practice: and 
International Perspective, in REGUlATING ENTREPRENEURIAi. llEHAVJOR IN EUROP!i.AN 
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\i\Thile GPs are independent providers that contract \Vith the National 
Health Service (NHS), regulations exist \vith respect to Lhe number of GPs, 
the location of their practices, the extent of private fee payments, and ho\v the 
NI-JS pays for their services.'32 With respect to GPs, the system ha.s been 
moving toward managed care and entrepreneurship. 1 ~~ 
The United Kingdom has increased its role in shaping and monitoring 
standards of clinical care. First, the UK specifies the types of services that 
should be provided by primary care physicians in a national contract '.'.ith 
general practitioncrs. 1'!4 Second, it focuses on governance of clinical care by 
establishing a national quality strategy to establish best practiees. 135 
1'he General Medical Services Contract (C}MS Contract), introduced in 
2004, '·16 was negotiated closely with physicians who "sought to apply 
evidence-ba.<;ed principles to the selection of performance indicators that \Vere 
consistent \vith national clinical guidelines."':17 A provision of the contract 
"provides bonuses ... [to GPsJ for reaching qualitytargets."13" 
"fo implement the GMS Contract, GPs "employed more nurses and 
administrative staff, established chronic-disease clinics, and increased the use 
of electronic medical records.~'"~ Accordingly, in 2006, a survey of primary 
eare physicians in the LTK showed that a significant majority of the practices 
use electronic medical records. 140 "I'his same survey sho'.'.'ed that 81 o/o of 
practices use multidisciplinary tearns to deliver care and over half "use 
nonphysicians routinely to deliver chronic and primary care." 141 
!IF.Al.Tl! CARE SYSTEMS 206, 208 (Richard B. Saltman ct al. ed;.) (2002), available al 
www. euro.who.int/docunient/e74487. pdf. 
131 lJK HC SYSTEM JN TRANSITION, snpra note 117, at s:J. 




134 Id. (cliscussing National Tcrrns and Conditions of Service). This >vas first done in 1990­
Id. 
'"'-'Quality initiatives since 1998 include national guidelines, a national in;pection systcn1. 
and clinical guvcrnance (i1nposing a duty upon clinicians and managers to establish a sy&lcrn 
that continuously improves the quality uf care and that cn">UI"('S delivery of high-quality care). 
The evidence sho,vs that the "initiatives ~ub~tanti;11ly impn1,-cd primary care perforrnancc." 
Tin1 Doran. et al., Pay-jOr Performance Programs in Famil;r; Practices in lh~ [Inilcd Kfr1gdom, 
355 NE\V ENG. J. '.\.fi;n. '.l75, 376 (200f:i); see also The' '.\Tational llealth Service (General 
'.\.fedical ServicP<; Contracts) Regulations 2004, S.L 2001)2.91 sch. 6. part 9, f 121, !lvailab/e at 
http)/\\->Vw.op<;i.gov.uk/si/si2004/20040291.htm [hereinafter GJ'l.fS Contra<.:t Regulation;]. 
""The term; of the General Medical Services Contral·t can he found at GMS Staten1ent of 
Financial Entitlements for 2004/200!). DEPARTMENT OF 1-lhALTH (ENGl,.A:-.'U), STATF.MEX'f OF 
F1NANC!Al, EXTITl.F.MENTS FOR 2004/2005 (2001). available al 
h U p: / / W\vw.d h .gov. uk/cn/Publieatio nsandstati <;tics/Puhl icati o ns/Puh hi:atiu nsPoli cyAndGui d 
ance/ DI-1_4069762 [hereinafter SFE 2004/2005]. VVhilc tla• contract has been arnended 
~ince 2004, the core concepts are the same. The Consolidated Sl'E Text contain~ the n1o~t 
recent tenns. DEPART'\1F.NT OF HEALTH (ENGLAND), CONSOLIDATED SFE TF.XT (2007), 
available at 
h U p: / /w,vw.dh .gov. uk/prod_consu rn _dh/groups/dh_ digi Lalasscts/ (a; dh/@) en/<locun1cn ts/digi 
tala.sset/dh _o8 Hll0.pdf. 
,,,.,Peter Sn1ith & Nick York, Quality lncentii;e.i: The Case of U.K. General PractituJners, 
2:J JIF.ALTH.AFF 112, 116 (2004). 
''" Karen Davis, ct al., A 2020 V1.sion of Palienl-Centered Prirnary Care, 20 J. (;EN 
INTERN. MED. 95:J, 955 (2005); Tin1 Doran, supra note 135, at 376; SFE 2004/2005, supra 




9 Doran, m;pra notp 1:J5, at 376­
"" PCP Office S_ystenis, supra note 51, at ,,,..555. 

,., Id_ at "'562. 
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Quality also is enhanced by the UK's implementation of a national quality 
strategy. 1'he National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) is an essential 
organization that implements the United Kingdom's quality .strategy. i 42 NICE 
provides guidance to the NHS on which health care services are effective and 
cost-effective. Part of NICE's guidance includes publication of treatment 
guidelincs.143 
Patients have access to after-hours care through Primary Care 
Organizations. 144 The UK requires practices to arrange coverage and has set 
up a 24 hour nurse-led help line and NHS walk-in centers.'*" 
1'he UK provides comprehensive health insurance coverage to its 
populations with little or no patient costs.M6 1'hc coverage is provided under 
the United Kingdom National Health Service. 
2. The Netherlands 
Like the UK, primary care is well-developed in the Netherlands and is 
central to the country's ability to achieve desired health outcomes and limit 
costs. 147 Primary care is largely delivered by family physicians and most 
patients have a regular family physician. While patients have the freedom "to 
choose their family physician, [as of] 2006, patients must register with a 
specific primary care practice."'4 a Most family physicians in the Netherlands 
have an average of 2,300 patients.'49 
Family physicians serve as the gatekeepers to health care in the 
Netherlands and their approval is required before a patient can access 
1+' WHO-EuROPE, UK 1iEALTH SYSTEM, su.pra note 127, at 49. Another important 
organii.ation to the UK national quality strategy is the Commission for Health Care Audit and 
Inspection. It '"as created to inspect the quality of and to ensure the value of care; to provide 
informatioo to patients and the public; and "to promote improvements io health care and 
public health.tt Healthcare Com1nission, About the Healthcare Coo1mission 3 (2d ed. 2005), 
availablt~ al http:/ /wwv.".chai.org.uk/~db/~documents/04021261.pdf. 
'"" WllO·EuRorE, UK lho:ALTII SYsTEM, supra note 127, at 49. 
,.., Previously physicians were required to provide 24 hour access, but the 2004 GMS 
contact allowed GPs to elect out of providing after hours care. Health Policy Developments 
Report ~ Issue 4: Focus on Access, Primary Care, Health Care Organization 45 (Reinhard 
Busse et al. eds. 200.5), available at http:/ /W'.vw.hpm.org/J)ownloads/HPD· 
eodVersionEog\4.pdf; UK !IC SYSTEM IN TRANSITION, su.pra note 122, at 53. 
'4.' PCP Office S.1Jstems, su.pra note 5J, at \V568-69. While 87o/o of the physicians reported 
that their practices "have an arrangement where patients can be seen by a doctor or nurse if 
needed, when the practice is closed" which does not include use of an emergency room, only 
1/3 of tlic practices have early morning and evening hours, and ooly 5% have weekend hours. 
id. at w564. 
146 PCP Office Systems, supra note 51 at w556; WHO-EUROP"f., lJK HEALTH SYSTEM, supra 
note 127. 
1+7 A.ND!\!> DEN EXTER, ET AL., HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS IN TRANSITION: N<.THl!.RLANDS 67 
(2004), available at http://w\vw.euro.who.int/Document/E84949.pdf; H.ICHARTI GR<H., 
QUALlTY DEYEl.OPMENT lN lJt:ALTll CARE IN TllV. NETHER I.ANDS 6 (2006). 
'"'" c;Rol., supra note 147, at 2. Today most primary care practices are small with 2-3 
physicians. The sli.e of practices is expected to grow in the future to 4-6 physicians, 1-2 nurses, 
and other professionals (physiotherapists or pharmacists). Thus, the future practices will be 
integrated, multidisciplinary primary care centers. Gll.OI., supra note 147, at 3. 
a.• EXTER, supra note 147, at 68. 
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hospital and specialist care. 150 In the Netherlands, patients arc satisfied with 
the delivery of primary health care and value their long-standing relationships 
\Vith family physicians.'" Family physicians speak extensively with patients, '·' 2 
and, "[iln addition to giving advice, [physiciansJ take the time to explain the 
nature of the medical problems and to discuss various psychological 
aspects."' 03 
A primary care provider and hospital specialists treat and monitor 
patients with chronic diseases. One-third of practices use nurse practitioners 
to manage care and usage is increa.~ing. 15'' "Nearly all [physicians] use 
electronic medical records ... and computer software to identify and track 
patients with chronic conditions or those at risk of developing chronic 
conditions."""' 
Physicians use clinical guidelines to provide care. '·'6 The Dutch College of 
Family Physicians offers voluntary accreditation of primary care practices to 
ensure quality provision of care. '"7 
Patients in the Netherlands also have enhanced access to after-hours and 
emergency care.'~~ Patients arc assigned to a primary care cooperative, a 
large-scale after-hours organization.159 Trained nurses triage the patients and 
give advice. When necessary, family physicians follo\v up by telephone, in 
person, or through home visits. 160 
The Netherlands is a social health insurance country where basic coverage 
pays for primary and secondary care. 161 Health insurance coverage is 
universal. 
'fhe Netherlands ha.~ a private health care syste1n where the health care 
providers negotiate contracts and budgets with various health insurers. '6' In 
2006, the health insurers introduced a ne\v payment syste1n to reimburse 
primary care physicians. Under the new system, physicians receive 
"capitation per patient and a fee per consultation, plus a negotiable [rev.,,ard 
based] on ... quality and efficiency indicators."'"~ 
" 
0 The :-iietherlands has an effective and efficient health care system because "when care 
is needed, the doctor whu is best equipped tu deal with the specific health prublcrn provides 
it.' ExTER, s1tpra note 147. at 67. 
'-" GROL. supra null• 147. at 2. 
'" ExTER, supra note 147, at 69. 
L;., Medii.:al education in the Netherlands strongly emphasizes "developing communication 
skills, counseling, and clarifying the r<'a:;On for the n1edical encounter." EXTF.R, .1upra note 
147, at 69. 
"~ GR.OL. supra note 147, at :J; PCP Qffii:" S:1Jste1ns, supra note .'51, at w567. 
'"' GR01., supra note 147, at 3. 
" 6 Id. at 6. The Dutch Coilcgc of Family Physicians has been developing pri1nary care 
guidelines since 1987. Clinical guidelines exist for most health problcrn~ ~een by family 
physicians. Id. 
" 7 Id_ at 7. 
" 
8 Id. at 4. 
'"9 A survey of adult health care experiences in seven countries shows that it is more 
effective to have a communit}'\Vldc approach like primary care cooperatives rather than 
practice-specific approach to after hours care. Cathy Shoen et al.. Toti!artl Higher-Peiforman<.'c 
Health S);slenw: Adults" Health Care Experiences in Se?Jen Count.,-,.es, 26 !{EAi.TH AFF.-WEB 





' (iocne\\o·egcn, supra note 130, at 20.'5. 





1 Id. at :3-4. The a<.:tual term for insurers in the r-.'cthcrlands is "sickness fl1nds." Id_ 
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3. Belgium 
In Belgium, primary care is delivered by general practitioners and 
specialists. There are a large number of genera] practitioners in Belgium ­
"approximately [1] ... for every 600 inhabitants." 16" ·rhus, there arc no 
significant barriers to accessing GPs. About 95°/o of the population has a 
regular GP. 165 Additionally, Belgium probably has the highest number of 
home visits in the world.166 
In Belgium, patients can choose their first point of contact with the health 
care system. This free choice is believed to result in over consumption of 
medical care which led to higher health care expenditures. 167 As a result, since 
1999, efforts have been made to strengthen primary care and the role of 
GPs.168 "The government introduced ... a global medical file (GMD-DGM) i 59 
... to increase access to and availability of patient information and to develop 
patient loyalty towards a GP."170 Patients with a GMJ)-DMG receive a 30o/o 
reduction in their out-of-pocket payments for visits to the GP who holds their 
file.171 At least until 2002, elderly patients who signed up with a GP were 
exempt from co-payments that exist for other groups.172 
GP Circles arc another effort to strengthen primary care. 'fhe GP Circle is 
a local group of GPs working with each other and the local authorities to 
organize after hours care, provide emergency care, coordinate care with 
domiciliary care providers, and provide patient education and other 
preventive medicine programs. 173 
Belgium's government created the quality accreditation program to 
~promote quality and cost conscious care,"174 to facilitate efficient relationships 
'°' Cioenewegen, supra note 130, at 210.
'°' D1cR CoRENs, llealth Systems in Tram;itions: Belgium: Health Sy.~tem Review, al 108, 
WHO Re!,>ional Office for Europe on behalf of the European Observatory on Health Systems 
and Policies (2007). 
' 6" Goenewegen, supra note 130, at 210. The high number of home visits is due to cultural 
values, not formal incentives. Herbert Nys, Belgium. in MEDJCA.J. LAW 1, 23 (Kluwer Law 
International ed. Supp. 44 2005). 
167 CoR£Ns, supra note 165. at 108- Not only does Belgium have a relatively high 
physician contact per person compared to the average of 15 countries in the European Union, 
but there is some suggestion that physicians have incentives to do what patients demand 
instead of what is medically necessary. (Belb'1um averages 7.1 outpatient contacts compared to 
other EU countries averaging 6.3) Jd.; Groencwegen, supra note 122, at 210. 
'~"Coll.ENS. supra note 165, at 138. 
"'~The form of the file, paper or electronic, depends on the extent of health information 
technology used by the GP who is selected to hold the patient's file. 
17" Coll.ENS, supra note 165, at 108. Introduction of the global medical file began with 
patients over 60. Jn 2002, the program was expanded to the entire population. Id. 
' 71 ld. at 138. 
rn Groencwcgen, supra note 123, at 210. 
173 Coll.ENS, supra note 165, at 139. The GP Circles are funded "ha.o;ed on the number of 
inhabitants in the GP area where the ... circle operates." Id. 
17• Id. at 150. Two other governmental agencies arc also worth mentioning for their role 
in ensuring the efficient use of health care resources - the National Council for Quality 
Promotion (NCQP) and the Department for Medical Evaluation and Control within the 
National Institute for Sickness and Disability Insurance (DGEC-SECM). The NCQ.P wa.o; 
created in 2002 to address quality promotion. Id. at 131. Part of their responsibility is to 
establish indicators of divergence among medical practices and tu manage the system of peer 
review_ Jd_ at 130·31. The D(iEC-SECM is responsible for implementation. Jd. at 132. It 
evaluates "reimbursement of medical care consumption in light of measures taken to prevent 
and detect misuse" of diagnostic and therapeutic freedom and provides "information to health 
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bctv·:ecn physicians, to encourage the "exchange nf patient data to prevent 
duplication of effort," and to encourage physicians to participate in ongoing 
training.175 Physicians .,.,.-hose medical practices are "quality accredited" receive 
financial rewards. J?G 
The cost of primary care services for patients is covered through 
compulsory health insurance. This insurance covers almost 99% of the 
population.171 Patients are generally responsible for 25% of the cost of health 
care, absent so1ne discount.170 
Physicians are paid using a fee-for-service system. 'l'he cost of fees is fixed 
by a national agreement that is negotiated between the !\1ational Convention 
Committee of Sickness Funds and the association of doctors. 179 Adherence is 
voluntary,180 but most physicians abide by the fee guidelincs.w' 
VII. POLICIES THAT PROMO'l'E PCMH - 'fHE INTERKA'l'ICJNAL 
EXPERIENCE 
1'he national health policies for the UK, :.Jetherlands, and Belgium 
incorporate the three critical components of PCMH: physician 
reimbursement for coordinated care; health infor1nation technology; and 
quality control via clinical guidelines and practice accreditation. 1"hese 
characteristics arc discussed in detail below. 
A. ADEQUATE RJ:.'.TMHURSEMEN'l' 
1. Characteristics of Effective Physician Payment Systerns 
An effective physician payment system includes adequate payn1ent and a 
performance component. Adequate payment enables practices to pay salaries 
that are consistent \vith a robust, modern practice. 1'he performance 
component ensures that physicians achieve the societal goals for efficient, 
safe, 1" 2 and accessible rn~ care. 
care providers on recurnmendations un good medical practices and ind1"ators of over 
consumption." Physicians \vho are informed that their practice is divergent arc required to 
justify the divergence in "·riling_ Id. If the rationale is not satisfactory or additional 
information is not provided, the provider is monitored for ~ix months. Id If the divergence is 
not corrected after the monitoring, the phy~ician \\·111 be sanction"d "·ith administrative fines 
and withdrawal of accreditation. hl at 1;!3. 
17' Id. at 150. 
""Id. at 150. 
'77 Id. at 5~. Insurance companies are known as "Sickncs~ Funds" in Belgium. Id. 
'7" KYS, ,iupra note 166, at 33. 
"' CoRFNS, supra note 16:i, al 71. 
18°KYS, .iupra note 166, at 2::1. 
'"The government provides incentives to physicians tu comply by n1aking contnbutions 
to a fund that provides "additional old-age or disability pensions to providers who" adhere to 
the negotiated fee. Co1u::vs, supra note 165, at 71. 
'"Two particular cuncerns to be avoided when pnmary c<>rc physit·ians arc the first point 
of contact include underutilization uf referrals and denial of necessary care. 
rn., Allan II. Guroll, ct aL, Fundumental Refarrri of Pa;1;rnent jiJr Adult Primary Care: 
Cornprehen.iive Pa,yrrient Jar C"rnprchcflsive Care, 22 Soc'Y OF GEx. INrEHNAL MED. 410 
(2007). 
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Performance incentives have two categories: quality improvement and 
reporting, and care coordination. 184 In both the UK and Belgium, primary 
care physicians receive incentives to improve quality and to report quality 
data. The UK's General Medical Services Contract of 2004 established criteria 
for physicians to receive financial rewards based on meeting clinical 
performance requirements, 185 conducting patient surveys, 186 and improving 
care in response to the surveys.'a7 That incentive program is considered well~ 
designed because it pays the medical practice, not the physician. 188 Teamwork 
and peer review are encouraged. The program includes mechanisms to verify 
performance.ms The first year of implementation showed that physicians met 
the targets for 83.4o/o of the population. 190 
Belgium has implemented two performance incentives. It compensates 
physicians for maintaining a patient's global medical file. 191 The global 
medical file \Vas created to ensure that a patient's health information is 
complete and accessible. 192 Only the physician designated by the patient to 
maintain the global medical file is entitled to reimbursement for those 
services. 19·1 Another quality incentive is tied to accreditation of physician 
practices. Practices that are quality accredited receive two financial 
incentives. First, patients receive a fee supplement and the government steers 
patients to the practice by rewarding patients with lower out+of~pocket costs 
for using accredited practices.1·9+ 
The second performance incentive is compensation for care coordination. 
'fhe Netherlands provides care coordination incentives for its chronic care 
patients. The government compensates physician practices for the costs 
associated with hiring a nurse practitioner to manage chronic care patients.19'' 
,.. Am. Coll. of Physicians, Achieving a High·Peiformance Health Care System with 
Universal Acce8s: What the United States Can Learn from ()ther Countries, 148 ANNALS 
INTERNAL Mi;o. 55, 69-70 (2008). 
'"The bonuses increa.<;ed ~income based on performance with respect to 146 quality 
indicators relating to clinical care for 10 chronic diseases" including asthma, cancer, chronic 
ohstroctive pulmonary disease, epilepsy, hypertension, hypothyroidism, n1ental health, and 
stroke. Doran, supra note 135, at 376" 77. 
'"6 A 2006 survey of fa1nily practice physicians showed that nearly all of the physicians 
reported receiving feedback from patient surveys. PCP Office Systc1ns, supra note 51, at \V566. 
'"7 Sec Doran, supra notr. 135, at 376. 
""Smith &York, ,~upra note 137, at 116. 
'"9 Statutory entities called "primary care trusts" inspect practices and conduct random, 
audits to ''nsure that practices do uot misreport their performance. The primary care trusts 
also audit practices suspected of incorrect or fraudulent returns. Doran, supra note l,'35, at 
381-82. 
' 
90 Id. at 379. 
191 CoRRNS, supra note 165, at 138. 
19' Use of the GMD-DMG is expected to "optiJniie the quality of care provided, avoid 
unnecessary or duplicated care, and contradii:-tory prescriptions." Id. at 60. 
'·"'The GP charges the patient an annual maintenance fee which is reimbursed entirely by 
the patient's insorance. Id. at 138. 
19 
• CoRF:NS, supra note 165, at 150. 

19
' PCP Office Systems, supra note 51, at w567. 
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2. The U.S. Lacks a Primary Care Focused National Payment Policy 
The United States docs not have a national payment policy that focuses on 
primary care physicians. 19 r, Additionally, payment for primary care services 
among both private and public payers (Medicare and Medicaid) is too lo\v. 197 
In the U.S., specialist and procedure-based care is compensated at higher 
rates than cognitive-based care. 198 Instead of a national payment policy 
focusing on primary care, private insurers, employers, and states are exploring 
initiatives to facilitate care coordination. 1·9·g As discussed previously, at the 
federal level a medical home demonstration project for Medicare has been 
enacted under the 'l'ax Relief IIealth Care Act of 2006 CfRHCA) and 
proposed for Medicaid and SCI·IIP under the Medical Homes Act of 2007 
(MHA). Under TRHCA, the Medicare program provides financial incentives 
to coordinate care and provide cost-effective care hy paying physicians a care 
coordination fee and a percentage of the savings to the :Medicare program that 
are attributable to the efforts of the medical home. 200 Similarly, the MI-lA will 
compensate Medicaid and SCHII> providers by paying them a care 
management fee that is a minimum of $2.50 per patient. The exact amount 
\vill be determined by assessing the care needs of the target patient 
population. 201 
B. ENCOURAGING HEALTH 1N.FOR.'1ATION TECHNOLOGY 
J-Icalth information technology ("IIIT") is an important tool to transform 
the provision of direct patient medical care. It supports quality initiatives by 
tracking physician performance and validating patient health outcornes.~02 
National policies to support primary care in the Netherlands and the UK 
have made widespread diffusion of information systems possible to even small 
group and solo practices. ]'he UK made a national investment in health 
information technology and in the Netherlands partial funding was provided 
to GP practices to cover start-up costs.20·1 
A survey of primary care physicians in the 1\1etherlands revealed that 98°,.{, 
of the physicians use electronic medical records in their practice. "'4 Similarly, 
196 Id. at w567. The Uniter.I States v•rould begin to move toward a payment &ystem focusing 
on primary care if recommendations such as the recent one by the Mc·dicare Payment Advi~Ol)' 
Connnis~ion were adopted. On June 13, 2008, l\.1edPAC recornn1ended to Congress that the 
payment under the Medicare fee schedule he increased for primary care senice~ furnishl'd by 
clinicians focused on delivering primary care. MElllCARh PAYMF.:-iT AnvTSORY Co'\1M"'>, 110TH 
CONGRESS. REPORT TO THE CONGRESS R1'.FORM!NG THE DELIVERY SYSTEM XI (2008). 
''!7 Hoangmai H. Pham & Paul B. Ginsburg, U n.hea/thy Trends: The Future of Physicu1.11 
Service, 26 HEALTH AFF. 1580, 1594 (2007). 
'-"Steven A. Schroeder, Primary Care at a Crossroads, 77 AcAu. MFn. 767, 768 (Aug. 2, 
2002); 'MEvPAC REPORT: REl'ORM!NG THE DELIVERY SYSTFM, S'/Jpra note 64, at xii; Pham & 
c;ingsburg, supra note 197, at 1589 - 1591. 
'-"-"Private insurers like Blue Cross Blue Shield and laq;-e employers like IBM and Boeing 
arc implernenting the medical home niodel. Backer, supra uote ;;2, at ::19. North Carolina has 
used the medical home model in its Medicaid program since 1998. Id. at 40. 
' 
0
" Tax Relief and I·lealth Care Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-132, § 204 (e)(l)-(2), 120 
Stat. 2922, 2987. 
" 
11 Mcdic:al Homes Act of2007, S. 2376, 110th Cong.§ 3 (c)(:l)(B)(i) (2007).
'°' Goroll, supra not(' 183. at 412. 
' 
0
" PCP Office Sy.~tems, .1upra note 51, at w5fi8. 
"'"Id. at \V558. 
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a survey of primary care physicians in the UK revealed that 89% of the 
physicians use electronic medical records (EMR) in their practice. 205 
Physicians in the Netherlands and UK electronically order tests, access 
patients' test results, prescribe medication, send reminder notices, "generate 
lists of patients by diagnosis or health risk," receive notification regarding 
patients' due dates for tests or preventive care, and send reminder notices to 
patients fOr preventive or follow~up care.106 
C. QUALITY CARE - 'fREATMENT GUlDF.LINES & ACCREDITATION 
The development and implementation of national quality initiatives, 
such a._<; the use of treatment guidelines and accreditation, is consistent with 
the features of the PCMH. In both the UK and the Netherlands physicians 
\videly use primary care clinical guidelines.107 Additionally, the Netherlands 
and Belgium have implemented accreditation programs for primary care 
prac,1:ices to ensure the provision of quality services. 208 Further analysis of the 
role of quality in the delivery of primary care services follows in the next 
section. 
VIII. LESSONS FROM 'fHE lNTERNAT'IONAL EXPERIENCE SUPPOR'f 
USE OF PCMH INSTEAD OF CM 
Widespread adoption of the PCMH instead of CM reflects better health 
policy from a quality, cost, and access perspective based on the WHO's llealth 
for All policy and trends in three countries. 
A. QUALITY OF CARE 
The Institute of Medicine ("IOM") defines quality of care as ~the degree to 
which health services tOr individuals and populations increase the likelihood 
of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional 
knowledge."209 According to the JOM, quality health care has six attributes; it 
is safe, effective, patient~centered, timely, efficient, and equitable. 21" 
Moreover, quality health care "is ba..o:;ed on scientific and medical evidence."2 u 
CM does not have a system to ensure clinical accountability, nor does it 
have a quality evaluative or perfOrmance reporting system. In contrast, the 
PCMH model as reflected in the TRHCA and the MHA have explicit criteria 
designed to ensure the provision of quality care. 212 
' 00 /d. at w558. 
206 Jd. at w558·559. 
' 07 GROL, supra note 147, at 6; Doran, supra note 135, at 376. 
•0• (iROJ., supra note 147, at 6-7; CORENs, supra note 165, at 150·51. 

209 CROSSING THE QVALlT¥ CHASM, supra note 15, at 232. 

"'"Safe health care does not hann the patient. Effective care is based on scientific 

knowledge. Patient-centerrd health care responds to patient preferences and values. Timely 
care is delivered in a manner to reduce wait times and delays. Efficient care avoids waste. 
Equitable care docs not vary because of gender, ethnicity, geography, or socio-economic status. 
C>l.OSS!NG THE QUALITY CHASM, supra note 15, at 5-6, 232. 
'" NCQA, Tui:. ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO llEALTH CARE QUALITY 8, available at: 
http://www.ncqa.org/NCQA,_Pri1nel"_wcb.pdf. [hel"einaftcr Essential G-uidc to Quality1­
"' S. 2:i67, llOth Cong.§ 3(a)(5)(B); Tax Relief and Health Care Act of2006, Puh. L. No. 
109-432, § 204 (<:"")(3), 120 Stat. 2922, 2987. 
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l'olicies in the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, and those established by 
domestic quality organizations like the National Con1mittce for Quality 
Assurance21 ~ demonstrate that there are at least three primary \vays to ensure 
the delivery of quality care. They include: (a) mandating the use of evidenced­
based guidelines; (b) requiring practices to become accredited or undergo 
external and internal assessment of the quality of care provided; and (c) using 
technology to communicate with patients and providing access or care to 
patients. 
Sirnilarly to primary care provided in the J\Tetherlands and the UK, care 
provided using the PCMH model under the MHA and TRT-ICA requires the 
provision of care based on evidence-based guidelines. 214 In the Netherlands, 
there is high compliance by family physicians with the clinical guidelines. 21 " 
Additionally, in the UK, as a result of the clinical performance incentives in 
the 2004 GMS contract, there is significant GP compliance with chronic care 
guideline~. 216 
Another tool used to ensure the provision of quality care is accreditation 
of practices or a requirement that a practice participate in independent or self 
assessment. Both Belgium and the Netherlands have programs for medical 
practices to become accredited. In the Netherlands, accreditation of primary 
care practices is voluntary and is run by the Dutch College of Family 
Physicians. 217 The practices are evaluated on their "clinical perforrnance, 
prevention, management of services, and patient experiences." 2'b 'fhe 
practices arc expected to conduct an internal assessment of their performance 
and sel improven1ent goals. The practices also arc audited to ensure 
compliance with the standards. 219 In Belgium, physicians receive financial 
incentives if they choose to become quality accredited. ""-0 ·ro becon1e quality 
accredited, a GP must join a local medical evaluation group for (~Ps, 
participate in ongoing training, participate in quality initiatives, and not 
receive repeated negative feedback about his/her diagnostic and therapeutie 
practices.i21 
With respect to the PCMH, only the MHA addresses methods to evaluate 
the performance of medical homes \vhile TR HCA is silent on this issue. ·rhe 
MITA requires practices to undergo internal and external assessn1ent of their 
performance. Practices must monitor their clinical process and performance, 
2 
L' The Katiunal Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) launched a nevi progran1 in 
2008 \Vhich is designed to assess how n1edical practices are f111u:liuning a& PCMH. The 
program is entitled Phy~ic1an Practice Connections-Patient-Centered Medical llome (PPC­
PCMII). Press Release, :-Jational Co1n1nitt<'e fur Quality As~un1ncc, NCQA Program to 
Evaluate Patient Centered Medical llo1nes (Jan. 8, 2008), 
http:/ /"'''V\v.ncqa. org/ tahid/641 /Defaul t.aspx. 
,,. S. 2:J67, llOth Cong. § 3(a)(5)(B)(iii)(I); Tax Relief an<l Health Care Acl § 204 
(c)(3)(R). 
2 
" G1<0L. supra note 147, at 6. 
216 Doran, s1Lpr(L nutc 135. 
21 
•1 Practices are rearrn•dited every three years. In the future the accreditation program 





" CoRENS, supra note 165, at 150. 
'' 
1 Id. at 150. 
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and provide information to two other entities created by the bill that set 
standards and monitor the performances of the practices. ~ 2'1 A critical aspect 
of the external assessment that is missing from the MHA is a mandate that 
practices conduct patient surveys to a<>ses the patient's experience. In 
contrast, both the Netherlands and an independent accreditation system in 
the United States include a patient evaluation component. 223 
1'hc final lesson from the international experience that impacts quality is 
the role of technology. Health information technology improves quality by 
facilitating the delivery of safe, effective, and efficient care. 224 Technology is 
widely used in the delivery of primary care in the UK and the Netherlands. 12~ 
This use is the result of national policies in both countries that focus on 
supporting technology. As previously noted, in the UK and the Netherlands, 
GPs commonly use EMR and technology to order tests, prescribe medications, 
send patients notices about needed care, and generate lists of patients with a 
disease or at risk ofdeveloping a disease.226 
Use of health information technology is not as developed in the United 
States as it is in the UK and the Netherlands.227 liowever, the PCMHs under 
,,, S. 2367, llOth Cong. § 3 (a)(5)(B)(vi). As noted pr,,viously, practices must adhere to 
evidence based guidelines selected by the Management Committee and comply with state and 
local initiatives developed hy the Steering Committee to improve the quality of care. Id. ;1t § 
3(a)(4), (a)(ll). 
223 GRoL, supra note 147, at 7. Standard 8 of the NCQA PPC~PCMH requires practices to 
conduct surveys ofpaticnt care experiences. National Committee for Quality Assurance, PPC­
PCMH Content & Scoring, http://ww\v.ncqa.org/tabid/631/Default.aspx (click "Content and 
Scoring" hyperlink) [hereinafter PPC-PCMHJ. Additionally, the lJK 2004 c;Ms Contract 
provides financial re,vards to practices that conduct patient surveys and improve care based on 
those surveys. Duran, supra note 135. at :l76. 
>24 Cot-rGRESSH)NAI. BUDGET 0FF!CF-. BUDG'f.T OPTIONS, VOLUME l: HEALTH CARE 88-89 
(2008); Pro1noting the Adoption and Use of Jlealth Information Technology: Hearing before 
the JI. Com1n. on Ways and Means, llO'h Cong. (2008) (staten1ent of P<,ter R. Orszag, Director 
of the Congressional Budget Office); CROSSING THE QUALITY CHASM, supra note 15, at 164-77; 
Mf.OPAC REPORT: REl'ORMlNG THI> DELIVERY SYSTEM, SUPRA NOTE 64, AT 41; NATIONAL 
QUALITY FoRUM. WIRED FUR Qu./l.LITY: THE }NTERSECTl()N OF HEALTH IT ANll IIEAI.THCARE 
QUAl.ITY: NATIONAL QUALITY FORUM ISSUE BRIEli' No. 8 (2008); PCP Office Systetns, snpra 
note 51, at w568. 
''' PCP Office S)1stems, snpra note 51. at w557 - 558. 
226 /d. at w558-559. The 2008 WORLD HEALTH REPORT also notes that HIT can improve 
the provision of primary care. In particular, use of "electronic health records, computerized 
prescrlbing systems, and clinical dedsion aids" enables health r.are practitioners to ~provid[e) 
safer care." WORLD 1-iJ::Al.TH Rli.l'ORT 2008: Pi'IC - Now MORE THAN EVER, supra note 125, at 
51 
' 21 Passage of the American Reinvestn1cnt and Recovery Act (ARRA) will dramatically 
increase the numbers of health care providers that use health information technology in the 
United States by providing $18 hillion in incentives for providers through the Medicare and 
Medicaid reimhursrnient system. Under the Medicare program, beginning in 2011, three 
groups of providers - physicians, hospitals, and critical access hospitals - will he eligible for 
temporary honus payments if they demonstrate that they are meaningfully using a certified 
health information technology system. Also in 2011, physicians that see a high volume of 
Medicaid patients will be eligible to receive temporary subsidies to help adopt a certified 
health information technology system. American Reinvestment and Recovery Act, Pub. L. No. 
111-5, §§ 4101, 4201, 123 Stat. 467 (2009)- Physicians in the Medicare program who do not 
adopt health infonnation technology by 2014 will incur a penalty. Id. The Congressional 
Budget Office estimates that the ARRA incentive mechanisms coupled with the existing 
mechanisms will increase adoptions rates aniong physicians to 90% by 2019. Letter from 
Robert A. Sunshine, Acting Dir. Congressional Budget Office to the Honorable Charles B. 
Rangel, Chairman, Comm. on Ways and Means at;~ (January 21, 2009). 
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the MHA and the TRI1CA both encourage use of health information 
technology. 228 Under the Medicare demonstration project, physicians are 
required to use health information technology "to monitor and track the 
health status of patients and to provide patients with enhanced and 
convenient access to health services." 229 Such technology could include 
"remote monitoring and patient registries."230 Physicians also arc required to 
provide "safe and secure technology to promote patient access to personal 
health information."'3 ' The MHA applies to Medicaid and SCHIP and also 
encourages the use of health information technology to improve the 
management and coordination of care. ' 3 ' Health information technology is 
vie,,.,.·ed as a "crucial foundation for medical homes."2·1·1 The value of health 
information technology 1s expressly recognized by highlighting the 
importance of EMR and the use of IllT to monitor the care provided to 
patients with chronic diseases, to prevent medical errors, to "facilitate 
communication between patients and providers," and to provide patient 
education. 234 MHA requires the use of health information technology, but 
docs not mandate the form. 23 " 
R. COST OF CARE 
The WI-IO Declaration of Alma-Ata provides an important principle to 
keep in mind when thinking about costs. ·rhe Declaration of Alma-Ata 
provides that essential health services should be made universally accessible to 
individuals at a "cost that the co1nmunity and country can afford lo 
maintain."2 ~fi 
·rhere are several issues to be considered here. Cost must be assessed 
from an individual patient perspective and from a societal perspective..From 
the patient perspective, one must consider which model, l'CMH or CM, makes 
primary care services more affordable for the patient. The other cost that 
needs to be considered is the cost to the health care system as a whole. \Vhich 
model, PCMH or CM, provides primary care services in a cost-effective 
manner'? 
1. Individual Costs 
The international experience reveals that patients in the LTK and 
Netherlands have more affordable primary health care because there are 
'"'Standard 9 of the PPC-PCMH governs advanced electronic {'Ummunications. This 
~tand;ird includes u~c of a \vcb~itc, electronic patient identification, or clcctroruc care 
management support. This is not a mandatory requirement. PPC-PCMH, supra note 22:1, at 
" 9 Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-4:J2, § 204 (e)(:l)(C), 120 
Stat_ 2922, 2987. 
'30 Id. 

'·"Id.§ 204 (d)(2)(A). 





'" S. 2:J76, llOth Cong.§ 3(d)(2)(A)(Vl). 
"''" Alrna-Atn Declaration, Rupra note 108, at '1j V!. 
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mechanisms in place to reduce the financial burden on individuals. Some of 
the mechanisms include universal coverage and minimal cost-sharing. 
In the UK, the cost of primary care services to an individual patient is low. 
In the UK, there is universal health coverage for the delivery of primary care 
services and minimal cost sharing.237 Similarly, in the Netherlands, the cost of 
primary care services is covered through universal health insurance. 238 Due to 
the comprehensive coverage in the UK and the Netherlands, a recent survey 
found that "Dutch and British adults reported the lowest out-of-pocket costs 
and access concerns related to cost[sJ."2·19 
The PCM H model is more attractive than CM because the concierge fee, 
which averages $1,500 ~""' and is charged to patients, makes primary care 
under the CM model less affordable. In contrast patients using the PCMH 
model do not incur an additional fee, as the government pays physicians for 
the additional time and effort required to provide the personalized, 
integrated, and coordinated care. Thus, provision of care under the PCMll 
model is like the experiences of patients in the UK and the Netherlands where 
there is universal coverage and minimal cost sharing with respect to the 
delivery of primary care services. Moreover, the PCMH model as 
implemented under the MHA and ·rRHCA is better than CM because MHA 
and TRHCA target provision of healthcare to financially vulnerable groups as 
recommended by the WHO Health for All policy and the 111h General Program 
of Work. By conducting demonstrations in the Medicaid, Medicare, and 
SClIIP programs, the poor, disabled, young, and elderly with multiple chronic 
illnesses have access to personalized, integrated, and coordinated health care. 
2. Societal Costs 
'fhe cost to the health care system as a whole requires consideration. 
Which model, PCMH or CM, provides primary care services in a cost-effective 
manner? This inquiry includes an assessment of which model will likely 
in1prove population health outcomes in a cost~effec..tive manner. 
As discussed in section VII.A.1, governments in the UK, Netherlands, and 
Belgium recognize that an effec,tive payment methodology should achieve t\vo 
goals: adequately compensate the health care provider for the provision of 
health services and incentivize the physician to achieve the societal goal of 
providing quality health care. 241 'fhe UK decision to increase GP salaries by 
25% and allocate $.1.2 billion--dollars for a ,1-year period to achieve this goal ~4~ 
provides an example of the substantial financial commitments that 
governments may make to appropriately compensate GPs for providing 
primary care services. 
I.ike the new reimbursement methodologies implemented in the UK, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium, MIIA and TRHCA compensate physicians for 
'·" PCP Office Systems, supTa note 51, at w556. 
'·'" Goenewegen, supTa note 130, at 205. 
''8Adults' HC F.-xpeTienees, supTa note I.59, at 722. This ~nrvey assessed the experiences 
of adults in seven countries, the Netherlands, the UK, the United States, Australia, Canada, 
Germany, and New Zealand. Id. 
Ho GAO CONCIERGE REfORT, supra note 3, at 12. 
201 See supra Part VII.A.I. 
242 Doran, supra note 135, at 376-379. 
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providing care valued by the federal government: personalized, coordinated, 
and integrated care. Both MHA and TRHCA pay physicians a care 
management fee. 213 Additionally, under 'fRI-ICA, the medical home is 
con1pensated based on the cost savings it provides to the Medicare 
program.'""' 
PCMH is a better model to deliver health care from a societal cost 
perspective than CM. This is because an express component of the PCMH 
model is the recognition that health care should be integrated and 
coordinated to produce a positive health outcome and that a ne,,.,.. 
reirnbursement rnethodology is needed to achieve that result. While the CM 
model also recognizes that patients benefit from personalized, integrated and 
coordinated care, placing the burden for payment of these services on the 
individual limits the usefulness of the model to persons \Vith the ability to pay. 
As a result, the positive health results are limited to individual health ancl do 
not accrue to the entire population. Governn1ents have a duty to protect and 
promote population health in addition to individual health. Moreover, the 
policies in the UK, Netherlands, and Belgium require governments to 
shoulder the bulk of the cost incurred by paying health care providers to 
provide services valued by the governments as beneficial to population health. 
Implementing the PCMlI demonstration projects in Medicaid, SCRIP, 
and Medicare under MHA and ·rRHCA requires a substantial financial 
investment to reimburse health care providers for providing personal, 
integrated, and coordinated care; but such investment is expected to result in 
better health outcomes for the population. Providing sufficient compensation 
to physicians should result in the provision of more preventive services 
gcnerally. 24" Also, better management of patients \Vith chronic diseases and 
efforts to teach patients to better manage their care should result in improved 
health. Implementation of the medical home model in the SCHIP and 
Medicaid populations might also be an effective tool to fight the rising 
incidence of childhood obesity. 246 Additionally, cost savings are likely to result 
from preventing delayed treatment of care that results in avoidable and costly 
emergency room care and hospitalizations. 247 However, it should be 
recognized that expanding primary care through the PCMil model might also 
incrca5e health care expenditures to the extent that unmet health care needs 
are met, access to care improves, and utilization increases because of 
expanded services. 245 
" 3 Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006, Pub. l.. No. 109-432, § 204 (e)(l) 120 Stat. 
2922, 2988; S. 23fi7, 110th Cong.§ 3(c)(3)(B)(i). 
,...,. Tax Relief and Iiealth Care Act§ 204· (c)(l)-(2). 
240 Yarnall, .~upra note 21. 
2 +" P<1ula M. Minihan ct al., What Does the Epidemic o.f Childhood Ohe.1it,y 111.can for 
Children with Special Health Care Needs, 35 J. I.. MF.n. & ETHICS fit, 71-72 (2007). 
,~, Starfield, .iupra note IO, at 459-484. :v!llA requires medical homes to b<· dcsignrd to 
rcdu<.:c inappropriate emergency room care. S. 2:l67, llOth Cong.§ 2. 
2~' Atun, supra note 13, at 4; Crossing the Quality Chasm, supra note 15, at 52, 202; 
MF.DP AC, RF.PORT TU CONGRESS: !NCl\P.ASING Tllb VALUE Of MEDICARE 41 (2006); l"11'dic,1re 
Physician ilea.ring, snpra note 43 (testimony of Glrnn M. Hackbarth, Chairman, Medicare 
Payment Advisory Comn1iss1un). 
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C. ACCESS TO CARE 
Access to care reflects "the degree to which individuals and groups are 
able to obtain needed services from the medical care system." ~49 More 
specifically, access to health care is "the timely use of personal health services 
to achieve the best possible health outcomes. ~ 2r.0 A key dimension of access to 
health care is organizational; that is, the arrangement of health care rcsou recs 
to facilitate encounters between patients and physicians. 251 Some specific 
categories of organizational access can include office hours, availability of 
after-hours care (home, evening, weekend, or emergency hours), and waiting 
time to make an appointment.252 
Patients in Belgium have high access to care. As noted previously, it has 
the highest rate of home visits in the world.253 Belgium is also increasing the 
availability of GP care by creating pilot projects of primary care outposts. 
These organizations facilitate patients' access to on+ca.11 services for GPs.254 
In lhe Netherlands, patients have enhanced access to care with respect to 
after-hours care and emergenc.,y care. Patients are assigned to primary care 
cooperatives \Vhere they can receive after-hours care.255 Additionally, from an 
appointment scheduling perspective, surveys of physicians in the Netherlands 
reveal that 85% offer patients early morning hour appointments (before 8:30 
a.m.) and 95o/o of practices have an "arrangement where patients can he seen 
by a doctor or nurse if needed when the practice is closed, not including the 
emergency room."256 
Patients in the UK have access to after-hours care through Primary Care 
Organizations. However patients have more limited access to their physicians 
in scheduling appointments during of1icc hours. Forty percent of UK primary 
care physicians reported that they did not have early morning, evening, or 
weekend hours for patient appointments.io7 
Another way to expand organizational access to health care services is for 
practices to use teams in the delivery of care. Over half of the primary care 
physicians surveyed in both the UK and the Netherlands use nonphysician 
clinicians to manage patients \Vith multiple chronic conditions, use 
multidisciplinary teams routinely in their practices, and would support 
..~COMM- ON MONITORING ACCESS TO PERS. HEALTH CARE SERV., INST. OF MED., Acct:ss 
TO liEALTH CARE IN AM"f.RICA 4 (Michael Millman elL, 1993), available at 
http://books.nap.edu/openbook.php?reeord_id=2009&page=oR1. Fur an analysis of barriers 
to care for people of color sec Gwendolyn Roberts Majette. Access to Jlealth Care: What a 
Difference Shades ofColor Make, 12 ANNAI.S OF :HEALTH L. 121 (2003). 
WO Id. 
'"'Access to care can also havt' a financial and geographic component. The financial 
component considers the cost associated with health care. Christopher B. Forrest & Barbara 
Starfield, Hntry Into Primary Care and Contin,,i('I}: The Effects of Access. 88 AM- J. Pua. 
llEALTH 1330, 1:~::11 0998). The pr.,vious section of this paper, VII (B) - Cost of Care, 
addresses the financial aspect of access. See discussion supra Part VII(B).
1'°2 florrest & Starfield, supra note 251, at t3:ll. 
153 Goenewegen, supra note 130, at 210. 
"~ CoRENS, .~uprn note 165, at 139. 
""' GRoL, supra note 147, at 4. 
·'6 PCP Office ·'i..lJSleuis, supra note 51, at w564­
"7 Id. at w:'l64. 
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expanding the roles of nonphysicians in the delivery of health care to their 
patients. 258 
I.ike primary care practices in the UK and the Netherlands, both CM and 
PCMH provide enhanced patient access to care with respect to office hours. 
CM patients can get same day or next day appointments for non-urgent 
matters, can receive home visits, and have enhanced access to their physicians 
via cell phone, email, or pager access. Under the MI-IA, the PCMH must 
ensure that patients have "increase[d] access to appropriate health care 
services ... at times convenient.for patients. "1'9(emphasis added). Similarly, 
TRHCA provides that the medical home should provide patients \vith 
accessible care. ' 60 ·rhe statute further provides that health information 
technology should be used "to provide patients with enhanced and convenient 
access to health care serviccs." 261 While the MHA and TRHCA require 
medical homes to structure themselves to increase organizational access, the 
statutes are appropriately silent on the details of ho\v to achieve those goals. 
J.eacling articles describing the PCMI-I provide some guidance on tools that 
can be used to increase patient access to convenient services. Patients will 
have access via open scheduling that will allov>' same day appointments 
regardless of the reason, and the use of email and voiccmail for non-urgent 
matters.' 62 TRHCA implicitly addresses the use of teams to deliver care under 
PCMH. TRHCA requires the personal physician to have a "8tajj". . . to 
manage" the provision of"cornprehensive and coordinated care." 2 r, 3 
Despite the fact that there are key similarities to enhance patient 
organizational access to care under CM and PCMJ-l, there is one core reason 
that use of PCMH constitutes better health policy than CM. CM enhances 
individual patient access at the expense of systematic patient access. CM 
physicians have significantly smaller patient panels with an average of 1-91 
patients.'64 The primary reason that CM physicians ean provide personalized 
services is by having a small number of patients in their practice. 'fhc small 
size is achieved by reducing the physician's existing panel or limiting the sii;e 
of the physician's patient panel. Either \Vay, there arc fe\ver physicians 
available to provide patient care. Jn contrast to the CM model, PCMH 
achieves enhanced access via the use of teams, infrastructure changes, and 
scheduling methods. 
IX. RECOMMENDA1'IONS 
There are several recommendations that should be incorporated into 
future legislation governing the use of PCMH in the Medicaid, SCIIIP, and 
Medicare programs to improve the benefits that flo\V from widespread 
promotion of the model. First, the scope of patients that have access to the 
PCMH model should be expanded. The MHA provides care to the Medicaid 
2 
-'" Id. at \v563. 
2 
-''' S. 2367, llOth Cong.§ ;J(d)(~l)(A)(ii) (2007). 
""
0 Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006 , Pub. L. No. 109-4:J2, § 204 (a) 120 Stat. 
2922. 2988. 
>EH Id.§ 204(c)(:l)(C). 
2 
"' Kahn, supra nutc 16, at sl::i. 
"'" T;tx Relief and Health Care Act§ 201· (c)(2)(b) (emphasis a<l<led). 
"''GAO CONCIERGI'. REPORT, supra note 3, at 13. 
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and SClIIP populations, the poor, disabled, and children. Under 1'RHCA 
some elderly patients in the Medicare program have access to the PCMll. 
While implementation of the PCMH under MfIA and TRHCA focuses on 
patient populations that arc consistent with the WHO Health for All agenda 
(i.e. vulnerable, marginal, and the sickest patients), all patients can benefit 
from a health care delivery model that emphasizes coordination of care and 
prevention. 'l'hus 'fRHCA should not only cover high cost beneficiaries 
(beneficiaries with more than one chronic condition), 265 it should cover all 
Medicare beneficiaries. Providing universal access to the medical home will 
likely result in long term improved population health and lower health care 
costs. 
Second, both MHA and TRHCA should be designed to satisfy aU nine of 
the standards established by the National Committee for Quality Assurance 
Physician Practice Connections-Patient Centered Medical Home (PPC­
PCMH) accreditation program. i 55 The National Committee for Quality 
Assurance ("NCQA") is world renowned for developing high quality 
accreditation standards. NCQA created the PPC-PCMll standards in 
consultation with the four primary care organizations that have the most 
experience using the medical home model: (1) the American Academy of 
Family Physicians, (2) the American Academy of Pediatrics, (3) the American 
College of Physicians, and ( 4) the American Osteopathic Association. As 
currently drafted, neither the MHA nor the TRHCA comply with PPC-PCMH 
standard 8. Standard 8 requires performance reporting and improvement 
which includes assessment of the patient experience. 267 It is ironic that a 
model entitled "patient-centered" with a focus to satisfy the patients' needs, 
values, and preferences, fails to monitor whether the patient believes that 
these goals are being achieved. 
Third, the reimbursement methodology used to compensate physicians 
and medical homes needs to be carefully designed to incentivizc health care 
providers to provide care that is consistent with the quality, access, and cost­
effectiveness goals of society. A possible concern with the MHA model might 
be that reimbursement under-compensates physicians, consistent with the 
Medicaid reimbursement history of significantly under-reimbursing 
physicians for the services that they provide. In trying to right-size the 
incentive structure, the Medical I·Iomes Act could be amended to share a 
percentage of the savings generated by the medical home with the medical 
home itself. 'fRHCA might pose the other problem, where the medical home 
is overcompensated by receiving 80% of the Medicare savings attributable to 
'""While 1 recommend expansion of the benefits of the PCMH to all beneficiaries, I also 
recognize the cost-effectiveness of beginning the provision of such a benefit with the 
beneficiaries that cost the Medicare program the most. 
066 Standard 8 is entitled Performance Reporting and Improvement. PPC·PCMH, supra 
note 223, at 60. The other eight standards listed include (1) Access and Communication, (2) 
Patient Tracking and Registry Functions, (3) Care Management, (4) Patient SeJf,Management 
Support, (5) Electronic prescribing, (6) 'J'est Tracking; (7) Referral Tracking; (8) and 
Advanced Electronic Co1nmunications. Id. 
061 Id. Some of the other listed factors by which medical homes are evaluated with respect 
to performance and improvement include: (a) whether the home measures clinical and/or 
service performance by physician or ac:ross the practice, (b) whether the medical home reports 
performance across the practice or by physician. and (c) whether the medical home sets goals 
and takes actions to i1nprove performance. Id. 
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the medical home instead of reinvesting a larger percentage of the savings into 
Medicare. Use of the PCMH model is designed to ensure the provision of care 
that is patient-centered, but also cost-effective. 'fhe government objective of 
using the PCMH as a method to control the increase in health care costs is 
undermined by overpaying the medical home for the services provided. 
Fourth, both "l"RHCA and the Medical Homes Act could be amended to 
provide incentives "fi8 to Medicare, Medicaid, and SCI-TIP beneficiaries to 
change behavior toward or continue healthy lifestyle choices and to encourage 
compliance \Vith treatment regimens. The nature and extent of the incentive 
depends on national health policy goals, including financial goals, and the 
type of patient behavior changes that are targeted. Following countries like 
Bclgium,"'19 patient-beneficiaries of Medicare and SCHIP could be rewarded 
with lov.'er cost sharing obligations for their behavior changes that result in 
improved health. The incentive could be to low·er premiums for Part B of 
Medicare or lov.icr co-payments. .For Medicaid and SCHII' beneficiaries, 
con1petitive programs could be created where beneficiaries compete for pri7eS 
for the most significant health behavior changes. The prizes could include 
exercise equipment, bicycles, membership to gyms, transportation vouchers to 
health related places, grocery store or restaurant vouchers for healthy food 
options, etc. The incentives can be determined at the Federal or Statc'7" level 
to be consistent v.ith national or state health policy goals or at the medical 
home level to more tailor the rev.·ard to address the unique characteristics of 
individual beneficiaries. 
X. C()NCLUSIC)N 
Primary care is an important component of a country's health care system. 
Primary care improves the performance of a health care system in several 
ways: by increasing access to needed services, especially among the 
disadvantaged; by providing better quality of care; by empha_~izing 
prevention; by managing health problems early; and by reducing unnecessary 
and potentially harmful care.~71 The WI-IO viev.'s the provision of primary care 
as a critical component of its Health.for All agenda, \Vhich seeks to ensure that 
every citizen ha.~ a ba.~ic level of health. 272 The importance of primary care to 
the Health for All agenda is reinforced through publication of the 2008 World 
Health Report, Pritnar.1J Care ,\'urv MrJre Than Evwr.27·1 
In the United States, both physicians and patients are dissatisfied with 
the delivery of primary care. Primary care physicians proposed CM and the 
PCMH as solutions to improve primary care services. CM provides 
25 ' A possible source of funding can be a percentage of any savings generated from use of 
the PCMH model. 
'' 5-' See supra note 171. and accompanying text. 
27
" State level initiatives could be imple1nented by expanding the &cope of duties given tu 
the steering cornmittee crratrd in the Medical Hornes Act. See supra notes 98-100, and 
accompanying text. The expanded duties would include the creation and administration uf 
incentives dirci.:tcd toward Medicaid and SCliIP beneficiaries to engage in bcha,·ior that 
improves their health outcomes. 
271 Starfield, supru. note 10. at 459-84. 
''"'See supra Part VI.A. 
"" \VORLP HEALTH RE POUT 2008: Pl!C - Now MORE THA:> EVER, supra note 125. 
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customized, comprehensive medical care in exchange for payment of a fee to 
be a part of the concierge practice, while the PCMH provides accessible, 
continuous, integrated, evidenccd~based care for all of a patient's health care 
needs. 
Congress chose PCMH over CM as the method to deliver primary care. 
MHA and 1'RHCA authorize demonstration projects using the PCMH in 
Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP. Consistent with WlIO's Health for All 
policy, MHA and TRHCA provide care to vulnerable and marginalized 
groups: the poor, children, the disabled, and the elderly. Moreover, lessons 
from the international context reveal that the PCM H model is the better 
model from a quality, access, and cost perspective. 
Unlike CM, the PCMH has explicit criteria designed to ensure the 
provision of quality care. Those criteria are consistent with the quality 
policies in the UK, Netherlands, and Belgium which require an external 
assessment of the performance of the medical home; the use of evidenced­
based guidelines in the provision of care; and the use of technology to 
communicate with patients and provide enhanced access to care. Unlike the 
CM model, PCMJI makes access to primary care services for individuals more 
affordable because the government compensates the physician for providing 
personalized, coordinated, comprehensive care instead of requiring a patient 
to pay the physician a concierge fee. This result is consistent with the policies 
of the UK, Netherlands, and Belgium which seek to minimize the financial 
burden placed on patients to secure primary care services. Indeed, several 
governments redesigned their reimbursement policies to allow performance 
based reimbursement. The PCMll is better than CM from an access 
perspective because PCMH improves patients' access to appropriate health 
care services at times convenient to the patient through health information 
technology, scheduling, and the use of teams to deliver care. These same 
means are used in the UK, Netherlands, and Belgium. 
In light of the benefits that arise from providing primary care through the 
PCMH, future legislation governing the use of the PCMH model should 
provide access for all Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP beneficiaries. Second, 
the PCMlI should be required to comply with the NCQA PPC-PCMI·I 
accreditation guidelines. Third, the reimbursement methodology should be 
carefully tailored to incentivize physicians to provide care that improves 
beneficiary health outcomes and is cost-effective. Fourth, since improved 
patient health outcomes is also dependent on patient behavior, TRHCA and 
the Medical Homes Act should be amended to provide incentives to encourage 
beneficiaries to engage in healthy lifestyle choices and comply with treatment 
regimens. 
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